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Preface
Environmental
education (EE) is a lifelong process with the objective of imparting to
its target groups in the formal and nonformal education sectors environmental awareness,
ecological knowledge, attitudes, values, commitments for actions, and ethical responsibilities for the rational use of resources and for sound and sustainable development.

Environmental education emphasises the teaching of the holistic nature of the environment through interdisciplinary and problem-solving approaches. This has to start as early
in education as possible. The primary school is the natural place to introduce children to
environmental education, since at this level they instinctively have a holistic view of the
environment; they have not yet been trained to compartmentalise their learning into
separate subjects as they will have to do in secondary and higher education. Introducing
critical thinking and problem-solving approaches in EE, especially at primary school level,
is fundamental if students are to become skillful in the identification and solution of
environmental problems as students and later on as adult citizens and possibly decisionmakers.
Over the last decade the UNESCO-UNEP International
Environmental
Education
(IEEP) has developed the Environmental Education Series focussing on the
incorporation of EE into primary and secondary curricula, teacher education, univers’y
general education, technical and vocational education and non-formal education. The EE
Series includes prototype modules on environmental themes, on guidelines for EE development, and on EE curricula dimensions for various levels of education. The need for a
prototype document on environmental education activities at primary school level has
always existed and been expressed by environmental educators. IEEP tries to meet this
need through the preparation of the document entitled Environmental Education Activities
For Primary Schools - Suggestions for making and using low-cost equipment. This document
focuses on enhancing environmental awareness and fostering critical thinking and problem-solving approaches among primary school teachers and students, by helping them to
become actively involved in the exploration of their immediate environment through
understanding certain concepts and undertaking some selected activities’related to Energy,
Landscape, Air, Water and Wildlife, leading to Positive Action.
Programme

The document does not pretend to be a comprehensive study on environmental education activities at primary level. It contains a set of suggestions concerning selected concepts
and activities and the use of low-cost materials or equipment which can be modified,
adapted and enriched according to the needs of the students and the conditions of the local
environment. The fundamental strategy is to encourage the use of the environment as a
living laboratory which is full of local and low-cost materials.
UNESCO acknowledges with appreciation the collaboration of the International Centre
for Conservation Education (ICCE) for its part in the preparation of this document in the
context of the UNESCO-UNEP International Environmental Education Programme
(IEEP).
Comments and suggestions for improving this document in its revisions can be addressed to:
Chief, Environmental Education Unit, UNESCO, 7 Place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris,
FRANCE.
Colin N Power, Assistant Director-General for Education
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Introduction
Foreword
This is a book of ideas. It is not intended to
be an exhaustive set of comprehensive instructions covering all the equipment which could be
constructed from scrap to suit every possible
situation. Such a manual would be unrealistic.
This guide starts from the belief that no matter
what the teaching situation, certain basic concepts need to be understood and it presents a
variety of ideas that have been thoroughly tried
and tested in the field and found to work. Particular emphasis has been placed on the construction and use of low cost equipment which
will help toincreaseunderstandingand encourage problem-solving. Nowhere is it assumed
that all the ideas presented here are original.
The intention is to encourage an approach
which takes some of these basic ideas and
adapts them to suit local needs. There are
many approaches currently used by environmental educators that can help with and provide solutions to the various requirements and
problems of teachers and the more they can be
adapted, developed and extended the better
the future for environmental education. It is
also hoped that this book will inspire teachers
to develop new ideas and create new activities.

What is environmental

education?

The UNESCO-UNEP Congress on Environmental Education and Training (1987)
agreed that:
‘Environmentnl education shouldsimultaneously
attempt to crelzte awareness, transmit informafion, teach knozoledge, develop habits and skills,
promote values, provide criteria and sfandrzrds
and present guidelines for problem-solving and
decision-making. It therefore aims at both cognifiveand affectizle behaviour modification. The latfer necessitates both classroomandfiefdactivitics.
This is an action-orientated, project-centred and
participatory process leading to self-confidence,
positive attitudes and personal commitment fo
environmental protection. Furthermore, the process should be implemented through an interdisciplinary approach’.

paw
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Whilst this interdisciplinary approach links
closely with many aspects of geography and
natural science, it should lead on to participation in practical environmental education activities orientated towards a solution of the
problems facing the global environment.
Environmental education is a process which
helps to develop the skills and attitudes needed
to understand the relationships between human
beings, their-cultures, and thebiophysical world.
All programmes of environmental education
will therefore include the acquisition of knowledge and understanding and the development
of skills. However they should also encourage
curiosity, foster awareness and lead to an informed concern which will eventually be expressed in terms of positive action.

This guide therefore aims to:
Investigate
the components which
make up the biophysical world and consider some of the ways in which it is
being changed by human activities.
Provide aids which will actively involve
participants in the exploration of their
environment; here we concentrate on activities which in the main tend to explore
the geographical and ecological components rather than the cultural or social
factors, important as they also are.
Encourage positive action which could
help solve some of the problems raised
by the activities.
Careful consideration of these points led to
the development of a simple environmental
model which divides the biophysical world
into four systems - landscape, air, water and
wildlife - driven by a fifth system, energy.
These systems form the focus for the first five
chapters. The final chapter provides an opportunity to become involved in some practical
environmental education activities.

Introduction

Energy radiated from the Sun
and trapped by green plants is
the ultimate source of power
for all ecological systems.
Energy

Landcape

Air

Water

Earth movements followed by
physical erosion and chemical
and biological
processes
eventually result in the formation of soil.
Air contains oxygen and carbon dioxide which are essential
for life. Weather, wind, rainfall
and climate also influence conditions for life.
Water comprises the bulk of all
living things. Life began in
water and its unique properties still support a rich diversity of animals and plants.
Wildlife communities live in a
variety of habitats which are
increasingly
threatened by
human activities.

Each activity uses one or more of the following symbols (investigation, design, or play)
indicating the approach taken.

Investigation

Play

Design

There is a standardised layout based upon
the following headings:
w

Concept - a statement of the environmental process or issue to be illustrated

u3

Context - a setting for, or explanation of,

the activity
US Equipment

- the ‘raw materials’

it - how to make the basic piece
of equipment

US Making

LIZ Using it - useful tips on how the equip-

Wildlife

Positive
Action

There is a brief factual introduction to introduce the concepts and issues which characterise
each system.

Improved knowledge
and
deeper understanding should
lead to a more caring attitude
towards the environment
which is demonstrated
by
practical action.

A series of activities has been selected
under each of these headings, all of which use
simple resources such as discarded or lowcost items which should be readily available.
Each activity is approached as an investigation, an opportunity for design or for constructive play or role play.

A cautionary

ment can be used
- other ideas or approaches
which extend the activity and/or variations on the basic theme.

US Adaptations

Some of the activities are classroom based;
others should encourage outdoor exploration
and personal investigation. This should not
only increase knowledge and deepen understanding, it should inspire participation in
positive action which can help to solve some
of the problems facing us in our environment.
Good luck and happy equipment

making.

note

The importance of hygiene and safety considerations cannot be over-emphasised. Make
sure that all scrap items collected for the construction of equipment have been thoroughly
cleaned beforeuse. Ensure that no sharp edges are left after cutting and that knives or other
sharp instruments are only used under adequate supervision.

lntfoduction
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Chapter 1 Energy
Energy in action
Energy makes it possible for work to be done,
whether this is moving a boulder, evaporating
water, growing a leaf or creating a volcano. Energy can appear in many different forms. It may
be radiation energy as transmitted from the sun
to the Earth; it may be chemical energy stored in
plants and the food we eat; it may be electrical
energy which enables lamps to glow or electric
motors to operate; or it may be kinetic energy the energy of motion such as that of a moving
ball. Energy may be stored in water or in the air.
This is due to the motion energy of the molecules
of which the water and the air are made, and this
is often referred to as heat: the hotter a body, the
greater is the internal energy of the molecules,
the more energy is stored.
Energy is constantly being transformed from
one form to another. A rockat the top of a mountain is said to have gravitational potential energy
due to its position; when it falls some of this
energy turns to kinetic energy and when it hits
the ground the energy is given to the ,wrroundings, the molecules move faster and thus the
surroundings become hotter. Energy from the
sun is radiated into space as waves and some of
thisisinterceptedbyourplanetasitorbitsaround
the sun. This energy is absorbed by plants and
stored as chemical energy, and animals and human beings absorb their energy as food, which
enables us to do jobs of work. Some of the energy
absorbed by the Earth millions of years ago has
been stored in thecoal and oil reserveswithin the
Earthand whicharenowbeingusedupatanever
increasing rate. It is important to realise that
apart from the energy released when the nuclei
of atoms, such as uranium, are broken up,all our
energy comes originally from the sun.

there is as much energy at the end of the
transfer as there was at the beginning), it
often happens that some of the energy
finishes in a ‘useless’ form. For example,
when fossil fuel (coal or oil) is burnt in a
power station, the stored energy is transferred to become electrical energy But in
the process some energy is inevitably lost
to the surroundings which become hotter.
In this form the energy is so spread out
that it is virtually useless and cannot do
further work. It is the role of the engineers
to try to keep this ‘lost’ energy to a minimum.
Energy transfers have a profound influence
on the environment, of which the following are
examples.
As the Earth moves in its orbit around the
sun, it rotates on its own axis once a day.
Owing to the inclination of the axis, different parts of the Earth get varying
amounts of energy .from the sun in the
course of the year. This accounts for the
different climatic changes in the north
and south hemispheres.
These differences in the amount of energy
absorbed in different parts of the atmosphere lead to different temperatures and
different pressures. In turn these lead to
convection currents both in the atmosphere and in the oceans of the world.

Energy can neither be created nor destroyed, it is merely transferred from one
form to another.

The water cycle is powered by the energy
received from the sun. Water in the sea
absorbs some of the radiated energy. The
molecules move faster and some escape,
and evaporation has occurred. Convection currents cause the water vapour to
rise, in due course condensation may occur and the water falls,as rain, forming
streams and rivers, eventually returning
to the oceans to complete the cycle.

Although the total energy in any transfer
is always conserved (in other words,

The radiated energy from the sun powers
ecological systems. Green plants absorb

The transfer of energy on Earth is governed by two fundamental laws:

page
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Energy

some of the energy in the process known
as photosynthesis,
enabling carbohydrates to be produced from carbon dioxide
and water with oxygen being released as
an additional product.
e

Some of the energy in plants is stored in the
seeds. For example, a bean seed (or pulse)
contains a protein-sugar mix which powers germination. If the bean (or other plant
material) is eaten by an animal, it provides
energy through the breakdown of sugars
in the presence of oxygen and releases
carbon dioxide in the process.

reflected by it. Thus in a greenhouse, the sun’s
radiation passes easily through the glass and
warms the plants inside. As the plants are very
much cooler than the sun, they radiate waves
which do not pass back through the glass. The
greenhouse thereby traps the energy inside
and it becomes warmer.

It is important to appreciate that in almost
every energy transfer some energy is lost to the
surroundings. The engineer does his or her
best to keep this heat loss to a minimum. In the
case of an animal eating a plant or a person
eating food, this ‘lost’ energy serves the very
useful purpose of keeping the body warm.

A similar ‘greenhouse effect’ occurs
around the Earth. The carbon dioxide and
other gases in the atmosphere allow short
wavelength radiation from the sun to reach the
Earth but trap longer wavelength energy
which the Earth radiates out. So if there is an
increase in these gases,due, for example, to the
burning of fossil fuels, it is inevitable that the
Earth will become hotter. The resulting climatic changes will affect both natural ecosystems and agricultural crops as well as causing
a rise in sea level. This ‘global warming’ has
led to considerable concern amongst scientists,
politicians and lay-people alike.

The sun radiates energy in the form of
waves. Because the sun is very hot, many of
these waves have very short wavelengths. Radiation of short wavelength can penetrate
glass. Al!. objects radiate some energy, but objects which are much cooler than the sun give
out waves with a longer wavelength and these
do not penetrate glass but are absorbed or

A further factor involves the destruction of
forests which absorb atmospheric carbon dioxide. Deforestation will therefore contribute
to the greenhouse effect through decomposition and burning, which release carbon dioxide, and also because carbon dioxide which
would have been used by the forest plants is
now being left in the atmosphere.

Basic concepts

and issues

Energy

Activities

Energy sources

1.1 Do-it-yourself greenhouse

Photosynthesis

1.2 Energy from the sun

Energy storage

1.3 Maintaining the balance

Convection

1.4 Energy transporter

Condensation

1.5 Puddleo-meter

Evaporation

1.6 Power plants

Energy conservation

1.7 Photosynthesis game

The greenhouse effect

1.8 Energy from water power
1.9 Energy from wind power
1.10 Time pieces

Energy
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1.1 Do-it-yourself greenhouse
Concept
The sun radiates short wavelength waves to the Earth which pass easily through the
atmospheric gases. Objects on the Earth are much cooler than the sun and so radiate waves
with much longer wavelength and this radiation cannot pass through the atmospheric gases,
so that the energy is trapped as happens in a greenhouse.

Context
A way to investigate the natural greenhouse efect by constructing a simplegreenhouse

made from waste materials.

Equipment
Sticky tape - cardboard box - scissorsor craft knife - polythene bags- cans or plastic cartons -paint -soil - water
- thermometer

Making

it

Cut down the corners of the box to form flaps. Leave
about 4cm from the baseto help maintain rigidity.

Fold theflaps outward and on the two longest sides
out a rectangle leaving a 2cm ‘frame’.

Cut

paw 8

join the two frames togetheralong the top.
Now trim the end/laps and tape them in place.

Placethe ‘greenhouse’in the sun. Suspenda
thermometerfrom the apex of the greenhouseframe
and record the temperature.
Energy

b. Place tins containing ‘nothing’ (air), or stones,or
gravel or water inside the greenhouse.U’hesecan act
as radiators storing heat ooer time).
c. Ty insulating thegreenhousewith different
materials. (Relate the results to energy lossfrom
homesand the value of insulating them).
d. Ty ‘doubleglazing’ the windows (do this by using
two layers of plastic separatedby a small air space)to
seeif this makesany difference.
e. The greenhousecan also be usedfor growing and
germinating experiments.
Tapeclear plastic over the window frames,place the
‘greenhouse’backin the sun and then take new
thermometerreadings.
How do the thermometerreadings taken after taping
the plastic over comparewith the earlier ones?
Make sure you place the box in the sameposition as
it was when you took thefirst temperaturereadings
and ensure that thereare no unwanted air currents.

Using it
Ty altering the pattern to createdifferent shapes
which will in turn vay the angle of the windows.

Seeif this has any effecton the temperatureinside
(and thereforeon the amount of energy “caught”).
From this simple investigation you can then explore
other factors affecting how a greenhouseholds its
heat.

Variations
Takeanother box and createa greenhousewith a
window on eachside but none at the ends. Line the
baseof the greenhousewith plastic and, before
sealing it together,makea door in one endfor easy
access.You can now experiment with various other
factors to seeif they changethegreenhouseeffect:
a. Ty painting different colours on the inside of the
box and then monitoring the temperature.

Energy

An alternative

greenhouse

Alternativegreenhouse designscan bedeveloped
using plastic bottles. Cut thefunnel shapeoff the
bottle. In crinkle bottomedbottles you can invert the
bottle to makethe greenhouse.A sealcan becreated
by placing a ring of plasticine or clay around the
edge.Wherethe bottles havea rigid base,removethe
‘black cup’from the bottom of the bottle. The body of
the bottle can beplacedinto the cup.
If no thermometeris available, the efficiency of the
greenhousecan be testedby investigating its
evaporationabilities. Time how long it takesfor a
standard amount of water (eg. 1 ml) to evaporat-8or
weigh a plastic cup or jar of water beforeand afta
leaving it for sometime in the greenhouse.

1.2 Energy from the sun
Concept
As the Earth moves in ifs orbit around the sun, it is also rotating once a day about a
North-South axis through the Earth. This rotation accounts for night and day. Huwever, the
inclination of this axis is such that different parts of the Earth get varying amounts of energy
at the different seasonsof the year.

Con text
An activity starting in the classroom which then moves outside to show why the amount
of the sun’s energy hitting the Earth’s surface varies.

Equipment
1. Paper planets:

a balloon - old newspaper- bucket - water - torch - sticks - plasticine or clay

2. Sundial:

card - sticks or straws

Making

paper planets

1. Shred the newspaperinto strips.

Making

2. Make up a bucketfull of water and pour mix.
This should be the consistencyof runny paste.The
amount of flour varies with size of bucketand water.

A sundial is easily madeusing a straight stick (such
as a 1011~
stick) and a pieceof card. Placethe card on
the ground and carefully makea hole in the middle.
Push the stick through the hole into the ground.
Make sure you do not site the sundial in the shade.

3. Soak your strips of newspaperovernight in thepaste.
4. Cover the partly inflated balloon in a ctis-cross
pattern with the soakedpaper to makea papier mache’
globe. Remembernot to fill the balloon to its full size
if you want a sphere.
5. When the balloon hasgone down (or bursts) it
leavesa paperglobe. This can be mounted on a desk
using plasticine and a stick. The stick is simply
pushed into the plasticine (or clay) and theglobe
lowered over it.
6. The continents may bepainted on the globe or
different sized ‘planets’ created.

Using it
1. Placetheglobe in the middle of a darkenedroom
and shine a torch onto it. Lookat theareaof theglobe
coveredby the light. (It may behelpful if you restrict
the torch’s beamby covering it with silver foil from
sweetwrappers to leaveonly a small holefor light to
escape).

Adapting

sundials

it

Ty measuringtheshadowsduring theday.Mark the
timeswhen theshadowis longestand shorteston the
cardand recordthetimeand positionof theshadows.
Compareshadowlengthat differenttimesof theyear.
How might this beconnectedwith theu&her
conditions?
Ty different sizedglobesand look at the effectof
different shapes.
A variation on using thepapier macheapproachis to
usean old cloth (muslin for example)which is soaked
in runny plaster or wet clay.

2. You canfix the torch in a benchclamp or vice and
then experiment zoith different anglesor rotate your
globe around. Is therean area that always receives
light? What parts of theglubc receiveleast sunlight
energy? What happensas the angle of tilt increases?
3. Youcanfollow this activity with an outdoor one.
By making a simple sun dial it is possibleto monitor
the sun’s path during the day and overseveralmonths.
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1.3 Maintaining

the balance

Concept
All living things breathe in oxygen to make energy available for a variety of activities through
the process of respiration. This process, like the burning of fossil fuels, produces carbon dioxide
and water as by-products, some energy being lost as heat. Plants also photosynthesise, using
the energy of the sun to build up food from carbon dioxide and wafer .and in the process
produce oxygen. Maintaining the balance of theseatmospheric gases is extremely important.

Con text
These activities demonstrate an invisible balance between the two gases - carbon dioxide
and oxygen. Obviously both gases are vital for the maintenance of life but carbon dioxide
is currently being produced faster than it can be absorbed by plants. The increasing levels
of carbon dioxide (one of the ‘greenhouse gases’) is one of the factors contributing to global
warming. You can investigate the production of carbon dioxide by burning candles and
varying the volume of atmospheric oxygen available.

Equipment
Glassjar - candle - plasticine or clay

Making

it

1. Fix the candle in place on a benchusing the
plasticine or clay.
2. Light the candle and cover it with theglass jar.
3. How much time passesbeforetheflame goesout?

Using it
1. Get your group to comparethe effectsof burning
more ‘fuel’ by increasing the number of candles.
2. Ty varying the size of thejar. (The volume of air
can bemeasuredin eachjar using a measuringjug.
Fill the jars you are using with water; empty the
water into the measuring jug and read off the volume
of water which will equal the volume of air).

Adapting

it

Mimic the action of breathing out (exhalation) using
a plastic bottle. Put somevinegar into the bottle and
then add somebicarbonateof soda.Thesereact
together creating a brown bubbling ‘fizz’ as energy is
releasedand the chemicalscombine @seous carbon ;
dioxide causesthefizzing). If the neck of the bottle is
held near to a lighted candle and gently tilted the
escapinggas can put out the f7ame.

Energy
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1.4 Energy transporter
Concept
Energy from the sun is absorbed by the surfaces it hits and the nature

of the surface will

determine how much is absorbed or reflected. This energy can also be absorbed by wafer.
If the water receivessuficient energy it will then change state to a gas (evaporation). This gas
floats upwards on warm air currents. This hot air cools, and the wafer vapour cools, releasing
energy as it condenses.

Con text
This activity involves making ‘solar panels’ to absorb the energy of the sun and using this
to heat up water.

Equipment
Black plastic bin liner or bag - clean tin can - cardboardbox - assortedglues and sticky tape cutting implements - clear plastic (such as old bagsor rolls of cling film) - thermometer

Making

Adapting

it

1. Divide the participants into groups of3 or 4.
2. Give eachgroup the samesized plastic bag,
(preferably black), a tin can full of water and a
cardboardbox.

it

You can vary the types and colours of the materials
usedto heat the water. This can show the effectof
different land surfaceson the absorption of energy
from the sun.

3. Let the groups haveas much clear plastic as they
require and easyaccessto the tools, glue and tape.
4. Ask them to createa devicewhich -will heat the
water in the can to the highest possibletemperature
using the sun’s energy.
5. After an allotted time ask thegroups to place their
‘solar panels‘ somewhereoutside in the sun. lf the
sun is a problem electric lamps can be usedinsteud.

Using it
1. The black bin liner will absorbthe sun’s energy
efficiently and help to warm up the water better ifit
is in direct contact with the water (ie. tip the water
out of the can into the bag). You mayfind it
necessaryto lead the group zoith suggestionsin this
early stage.
2. This is an open-endedexercisebut it can lead into
other energy transporter activities showing
convection and condensation.
3. You may wish to demonstratecloud formation by
boiling a kettle. The formation ofsteam, as droplets of
water condensefrom vapour, is the sameasthe
cooling of rising water vapour in the atmosphere.
You can also dcrnonstratethe rising of hot air as it is
replacedby coolerair by dropping a feather over the
top of a heat sourcesuch as a radiator. Thefeather
should ‘f7out’on the hot air.
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1.5 Puddle-o-meter
Concept
As a liquid absorbs energy - fm example/Yom the sun or by being heated on a stove - the
molecules move faster
and some will have suficient energy to break away from the liquid and
becomea gas. This process is known as evaporation.

Context
The sun’s energy will evaporate water from oceans, reservoirs, ponds and other water
bodies. This cun easily be monitored using the puddles formed after a ruin storm.

Equipment
Chalk or thick marker pen - puddle - impermeablesurface

Making

it

Adapting

it

1. Choosea puddle formed on tarmac, concreteor
polythene.

Ty comparing the ratesof evaporationof different
surfacessuch as tarmac and concrete.

2. Mark out its perimeterusing chalkor themarkerpen.

Also t y the experiment on different days and under
different conditions (linking it to the ‘Weather
station’ ideasin thesection on Air).

Using it
Measurethepuddle’sdiameterand draw newperimeters
round it through theday. Rememberto recordthe time
that you do this so that comparisonscan bemade
betweendifjGtentpuddlesin differentsituationsand you
havean ideaofhow long it ta& for puddlesof any one
size to evaporate.How is the rateofeqoration affected
by thedepthofthepuddle?(You may wish to refill the
puddle up to theperimetermarksto discoverthevolume
of water that hasezaporatedover the time the recordings
weretaken~.

Energy
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1.6 Power plants
of germination, plants grown from seed use up their stored energy resews.

Context
This activity observes the process of germination and investigates some of the factors
affecting the growth of young seedlings.

Equipment
Glassjars - tissue paper - beanseedsor radish seeds- cardboard-growth medium (sand - soil - compost)fertilisers

Making

it

I. Seedgermination can bestudied easily by filling
a jar with tissue paper.Placea beanseedbetween
the paper and the side of thejar. Cover thejar in a
cardboardsleeveto prevent light reaching the seed.
Keeping the paper moist, you can monitor seed
germination. You have madea ‘root viewer’!

Using it
I. Placethe root viewer at an angle by propping it up
as shown. As roots respondto gravity they will grow
downwards and you will then beable to monitor
growth by observationsthrough the door.

Variations
The effectof light can be testedby covering the
viewer in a cardboardbox, big enough to let
seedlingsgrow, with a slit at one end. Ensure the
joints of the box are sealedso that the only light
sourceis through the slit. Rememberthat most
plants can germinate with little or no light asfood
storesin the seedsprovide energy. Also remember
that light is neededafter germination for photosynthesis so [cavethe experiment to run for a long
period. The seedlingsshould grow towards the light.
Factors affecting nutrition and the energy required
by a plant to grow can bemonitored in your root
viewer. This is done using the samemethodas before
except this time thejar is filled with a growth
medium. The cardboardsleeveshould also havea
door madein it. Sow your seedsin thejar and let
them grow. Takecare not to over water as thereis no
drainage.
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1.7 Photosynthesis

game

Concept
Photosynthesis is a sun-powered reaction enabling plant leaves (or other green parts of the
plant which contain chlorophyll) to makefood by combining carbon dioxide gas and water to
produce sugars (releasing oxygen in the process). Photosynthesis is the bask of all our food
chains since plants create the necessaryfuels for cell growth and in turn provide nutritional
energy for animals when eaten.
J

Context
This process is difficult to demonstrate but a ‘play’approach often helps to put over some
of thefundamental concepts.

Equipment
Card - string - pencils - torch or candle

Making

it

I. You will needto makesomelabels.Piecesof
cardboardattached to a string necklacecan bemade
easily. Beforethreading the sking it is best to
strengthen the hole in the card with tape.Also tying
the string as shown makesthe cards last longer.
One label is neededfor evey memberof the group.
2. On half of your labelswrite (or invent a symbol
to represent)carbon dioxide. On the other half write
(01 usea symbolfor) water.
3. Now makea number of green coloured cards to
representchlorophyll in the leaf Uhey needto be big
enoughfor two peopleto sfund on). The curds should
then bescatteredon thefloor.
4. Darken the room and place in onecorner the light
sourcewhich will representthe sun.

Using it
I. As participan is enter the room give them a card,
which they should put on with the words or symbol
towards their chat.
2. Explain to them that the room is the inside of a lenf
which is a ‘foodfactoy’. When the sun comesout the
‘factory’ is able to combineux&r and carbondioxide to
form sugar (afood, oxygen beingproducedasa
by-product.

4. Whenthe ‘sun’ comesup again the combined
moleculescan report to an ‘exit’ 61corner of the room
you have designated prior to the gamestartin;i.

Adapting

it

I. You can makecards where the reverseof the carbon
dioxide gas label has sugar written on it and the
water label has oxygen on it. The oxygensexit to an
htmosphere’sign and thesugarsgo to thephloem
cornerfor distribu Lion (phloem is the systemof tubes
in plant tissueswhich help to distribute food).
2. Oxygen cardswhen exiting can beswappedfor
bierpillar Cardsand ‘pesticide’cards.The ‘sugars’
and ‘pesticides’labelsare kept hiddenfrom the
b terpillars’. Whenthe the light comeson cnterpillars
get energyby eating (which they do by collecting
sugar cards).If hozoevera caterpillar finds it has
collectedtwo pesticidecards,the caterpillar ‘dies’!
3. A simple candle lantern (the Sun’) can bemade
using a coffeejar with a candlein the base.An old
silver foil sweetwrapper can bemadeinto a vented
lid. A cardboardsleeveuzn belifted or droppedto
representSunrise’and ‘sunset’.

3. Theparticipants turn their labelsaround to see
whether they are carbondioxide or uxzter.They then
have to find a partner and stand on a greenchlorophyll
card that capturessunlight and powersthe reaction.
Only onecouplecan stand on a greenchlorophyll at a
time and everything stopswhen the sun goesdown.

Energy
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1.8 Energy from water power
Concept
The power of water can be harnessed as a us$ul alternative energy source.

Context
The principles of water power can be easily demonstrated. This is often best done by a
group working together to design and make a simple working model of a water wheel.
If this is successful more complex model? may be developed.

Equipment
Plastic egg cartons or small plastic cups - waxed card containers - staplesor waterproofglue - compass- scissors
- paper clips (assortedsizes) - wire (coat hangersetc)

Making

it

I. Cut the cups from the egg cartons (or usesmall
plastic cups).
2. Cut out two circles (the samesize) from the waxed
card.
3. Stapleor glue the cups onto the waxy side of the
card to makea water wheel.
4. Placea wire through the centre of the wheel,and
bend the ends to makethe wheel stand free.
5. Placethe wheel under a small stream of water (es.
a tap or a tin of water with a small hole near the
bottom) so that one cup begins to fill. As it
overbalancesthe next cup should fill up.

Using it
I. From this basic design you can experiment with
the number of cups and their position.
2. Ty to design u pivot, axle and stand that can lift a
small weight.

Variations
Another simple water wheel cnn be madeusing a
cork and large plastic carton.
Start by cutting down the carton lengthways to
producestrips of plastic. These‘plastic fins’ can then
befitted into slits madealong the length of the cork.
Push a pin through eachside of the carton into the
cork to completeyour water wheel. Ty using a
plastic cup with the baseremovedso that water
falling onto the water wheel can drain away.
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1.9 Energy from wind power
Concept
Thepower of the wind can beharnessedasan alternativeenergysource.

Context
Wind energy has long beenused to pump water and is now being harnessedto power
generators. The following experiments investigate how the wind movesa windmill.

Equipment
1Ocmcard squares- corks - plastic cartons - w’re - pins - w00ascraps

Making

it

I. A paper windmill can be madefrom IOcm s4uares
of thin card. Draw diagonals as shown and mark the
5 holeswith a pin. Cut along thediagonals almost to
the centre. Bring the corners of the windmill to the
centre and drive a pin through the holesinto the

wood.

2. A differetltdesign can be madeusing a cork and
piecesof plastic. Cut slits into the corkand insert
plastic bladescut from lengths of the plastic
containers. Ty different lengths and shapesof
plastic. Also t y different angles of blade(some
straight, othersslightly angledto the wind).

Energy
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1 .lO Time pieces
Concept
Energy exchange, absorption and transformation are often monitored over time. It is possible
to crate simple time-keeping devices that can be built and set up alongside those experiments
which involve time-keeping.

Context
Design and investigation often require clocks or stop watches and these simple homemade devices can be used as alternatives.

Equipment
Plastic bottles - marker pen - screw top jars - the loan of a watch or clock with a second-handto calibrate your
home-madetimers

Making

it - Water clock 1

2.Cut thefunnel end (top section) off two plastic
bottles (keepthefunnels - they might prozleusefulfor
other experiments!).
2. Make a small hole in the baseof one bottle and put
it into the top of the other bottle.
3. Fill the top one with water and then mark time
intervals on the side of the bottom one us it fills up.

Making

it - Water clock 2

1. Removethefunnel end from a plastic bottle
2. Make a hole in the cap and baseof a secondplastic
bottle.
3. Fill the secondbottle with water (keepyour finger
over the hole in the base!)and invert into thefirst
bottle as shown in the diagram.
4. Aguin mark time intervals asfor water clock 1.

Making

it - Sand clock

7. Takethe lids of two identical jam jars.
2. Glue lids together (back-to-back)so that thejam
jars can still bescrewedinto eachend.
3. When the glue is dy makea small hole in the
centre which passesthrough both lids.
4. Fill one bottle with sand. Screw the ‘double’lid on
then screw the other jar in. Invert the timer so that
the sand falls into the empty jar. How long doesit
takefor all the sand to mozlefrom onejar to the other?
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Chapter 2 Landscape
The Earth is moving.

..

The solid surface we are all standing on is
moving, albeit very slowly, as giant tectonic
plates move over the planet. Where these
plates part and collide, earthquakes, volcanoes, and mountain building occur, all contributing to the formation of new landscapes.
The plates are floating on a layer called the
mantle. Rocks in the mantle act rather like

plastic and under the high temperatures and
intense pressures, and at plate rifts and collisions, molten rock pockets rise to the surface.
These pockets can flow as lava from volcanoes
or intrude into existing rock before cooling and
solidifying. They may then be folded and uplifted to form mountains. This is where you can
witness the structures formed by tectonic
movement, and erosion can begin to play its
part.
Erosion of rocks by water cutting into
them, ice scouring over them or by the action
of windblown particles, has shaped the landscape we see around us. This erosion has also
been responsible for soil formation as base
rock is broken down by three processes:
Physical

erosion such as the impact of

rain dislodging
down a slope.

and washing particles

Chemical processes such as the action of
acids in rain dissolving rocks on buildings.
Biological processes such as the formation of leaf litter that can ‘glue’ a soil
together and form a protective layer
against rain impact.

Soil is the eventual product of the interaction of all these processes. The rock is broken
down into particles which can be moved
around and bound together by organic matter derived from plant and animal waste or
decay. The presence of this dead organic
‘glue’ also provides nutrients for plants.

Landscape

As water percolates down through a column of soil, the particles can bedifferentiated
into bands forming a soil profile. Within each
band of the profile there will be different
proportions of sand, clay, and organic matter.
The mix of these ingredients creates soil texture and determines the drainage properties
of the soil.

Moving

the Earth

All of these processes are taking place
now as they have done for millions of years.
Human interference has, however, accelerated the process of change. One obvious
visible effect is our interference with the
landscape to obtain stone, metals and fueIs.
Not content with removing mountains we
are also making new ones by dumping enormous quantities of waste. It is becoming
increasingly important to reuse and recycle
materials (as nature does) in order to reduce
the need for so many precious resources to
be dug out of the ground. Such processes
would also save energy. Most of the activities
on re-use and recycling are contained in the
chapter on positive action.
The way we use or misuse soil also has
wide-ranging implications. Intense crop production and overgrazing are destroying the
protective vegetation cover in many areas
and the excessive use of artificial fertilisers
produces soils with no ‘organic glue’ (and
consequent breakdown of the soil structure).
The resulting degraded soil is easily eroded.
In mountainous areas the wholesale felling of
trees on slopes deprives the soil of the ‘binding properties’ of plants and leads to erosion
and instability which frequently results in
landslides.
The following section outlines ideas for
the investigation of rock formation, erosion,
and the properties of soil. Hopefully your
findings locally will encourage you to take
action to address the wider issues outlined
above.
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Basic conceDts and issues

Landscape

Activities

Rock formation and tectonics

2.1 Custard tectonics

Change

2.2 What’s a rock?

Soil texture and profile

2.3 Cardboard clinometer

Soil fertility

2.4 Timescales

Erosion

2.5 Soil sorter

Recycling

2.6 Bottled worms
2.7 Tullgren funnel
2.8 Compost comer
2.9 Soil glue-o-scope
and impact indicator
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2.1 Custard tectonics
Concept
Giant tectonic plates are important in the formation of mountains, new land areas
and earthquakes. Movements of the Earth also result in folds and faults in the rocks.
It is difficult to imagine how these huge plates move along on the planet’s surface.

Context
A simple way to introduce the idea of giant plates of rock moving over the surfme of the
planet is to make some custard! Custard acts like the hot layer (the mantle) beneath the
crustal plates. As it is heated the hot semi-liquid rises and cooler custard takes its place
setting up a convection current. It is on this current that the custard skin (representing
the tectonic plates) moves. At the points where the plates collide or part, mountain chains
are formed.

E.quipment
1. Custard tectonics: saucepan- milk - custard powder - cooker-jug
2. Models of rock: 2 cups of water - 2 cups offlour - 2 cups of salt - 2 tablespoonsof oil - 2 teaspoonsof cream
of tartar-food colouring

Making

it

2. For custard tectonics
Heaf the milk until it is boiling. Then pour the
boiling milk onto the custard powder,stirring
vigorously. Return the custard to the saucepanand
leaveit to cool and fom a skin.
2. For the models of rock
Make the dough by mixing all the ingredients
togetherand add onefood colouring. Placefhe
mixture over a heat sourceand ‘cook’until a dough
is formed. Repeatthis sequenceuntil you have
enough balls of coloured dough. Placing the dough
in sealedplastic bagsor airtight containers keepsit
fresh and malleable.

Using it
Whena skin hasformed, reheatthe custard gently
to sef up convection currents. The plate, or custard
skin, will moveslowly and split. You can try varying
the rate at which your custard heatsup. What
happensif you only heat up oneside of the saucepan?
You can then modelgeologicalftzfures in the
landscapein thefollowing way:
1. Start with a board and roll out slabsof dough.
Then pile them up in strata. Mimic the earth
movementseenin. thefield by folding or cutting to
makefaults.
2. You may wish to model landscapefeatures that are
to befound around you.
3. Try making another dough without using oil and
creamof tarfar. Doesthis behaveany differently?
4. Plasticine can be usedinstead of dough.

Adapting

it

Use this activity in associationwith a world map.
Ty to find out about placeswherevolcanoesand
earthquakesare known to occur (California, Iceland,
Sicily efc). Locatethem on the world map and t y to
relate them to mountain rangesor fift valleys. This
should help you locate the edgesof the tectonic plates
on the surface.

Landscape
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2.2 What’s a rock?
Concept
It can often be difficult to grasp the difference between the building blocks of rocks
(minerals) and rocks themselves.

Context
This activity uses a ‘guessing game’ to explore the nature of rocks and their derivatives.
Many people are surprised how many useful objects or man-made structures are made
from rock, minerals or their products.

Equipment
Milk cartons (as they are waterproof) or plastic containers - selectionof items which may include talcum powder,
tea leaves,sand, mud, toothpaste,nails and mayonnaise- a blindfold

Making

it

I. Put a selection of the items in the bottom of the
cartons.
2. Blindfold the participant and lead them to the table
with the cartons on. (Be careful if you take the carton
to the participant as they tend to usethe sounds of
objectsmoving as a clue).
3. Guide their hand into eachcarton in turn and ask
them to identify the objectinside. Is it rock?

Using it
The group will needto decideif sand is a rock or not
(technically it is!). Underlining that metalsare rock
derivatives can also stimulate debate.
Rememberthat talcum powder is a mineral, and that
someproducts are predominantly rock (for instance
the chalk in toothpaste).
This activity can befollowed up with a ‘rock audit’.
How many things in daily life started in theground
as a rock or rock derivative?

Adapting

it

You can also look at the different forms that rockscan
take.For instance calcium carbonatecan form soft
chalk or be bakedunder temperatureand pressureto
form hard marble. A good analogy to this
metamorphosisis to comparea raw egg,a boiled egg,
scrambledeggsand burnt egg (carbon!)

Landscape
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2.3 Cardboard

clinometer

Concept
Faults are caused by rocks splitting along a line of weakness, although some rocks can
be plastic and bend into folds instead of splitting. The physical manifestation of ground
movements and earth movements is shown in rock bedding planes and the results of these
movements can be observed in particular features of the landscape.

Context
This activity involves measuring the angles of slope on weathered surfaces or at different
points on a hillside.

Equipment
Rectangular pieceof strong card - protractor - paper clip - cotton - tape

Making

it

1. Carefully cut the card so that its edgesare straight
and square.
2. Draw a line lcm from the long edgeof the card
(and running parallel to it). Then mark the mid
point of the line you have drawn.
3. Placethe protractor on the line (centredat the mid
point). Draw around the protractor and makemarks
at 5 degreeintervals.
4. Draw in the radius lines (extending them
outwards if necessayJ.
5. Make a holewith a needleat point A on thediagram
and then thr& a pieceof cotton through the hole.Fix
the cotton on the unmarkedside of thecard.
6. Ensure the cotton is tied securely and attach a
small weight (paper clip) to the other end of the
cotton. The length of the cotton should be the same
as the radius of the protractor scale.

Using it
1. Placethe long edgeof the clinometer on a suitable
weatheredslope or rockface. You can then readoff
the angle of the dip from the position of the paper clip
pendulum (a pieceof sellotapewrapped around the
clip may makeit swing more smoothly).

Adapting

it

If you have a spare protractor attach it to a pieceof
white card or a pieceof wood painted white. Then
makean appropriate sized groove around the edgeof
the protractor and glue a pieceof clear plastic tubing
into the groove. Placea small ball bearing in the
tubing to record the angle of dip.

Landscape
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2.4 Time scales
Concept
Geological time scales are often difficult to get a ‘feel’for. They contrast strongly with the
rapid pace of change resultingfrom current human activities and help put across the idea
that these processes are still happening.

This activity uses a piece of string to demonstrate how rapidly we have caused change.

Equipment
Pen - paper - old year planners or timetables- old photographs- string - modelsor cut outs

Making

it

Measure out a pieceof string (or makea line)
46 metreslong to representthe age of the Earth
(lcm along your string will roughly equal 1 million
years). Using this as a guideline mark off the
geological timescale.

Using it

I

simple lifeforms
2000 million years ago

1. Draw relevant pictures such as prehistoric fish,
trilobites, dinosaurs etc onto piecesof card (or make
photocopiesand cut them out). Then get the group to
guesswhere they think mammals(and man!) first
appear.
2. The model can be usedin conjunction with old
photographsof the areayou are working in. It allows
comparisonof the speedof changewhich has taken
place in recent times to the long periods of the
geological record.
3. You canfollow this up by sketching views of local
scenesfrom old photographs,and then making
sketchesof what you think might happen to them in
future.

Adapting

I
first bird
270 million years ago

I

I

7
. /2
I%=&
L

I

first land plants
440 million years ago

first modern mammal
65 million years ago

first bony fish
400 million years ago

first man
1 million years ago

first winged insects
350 million years ago

first car
I Ofl years ago

it

1. You can createa ‘Planet Earth Year Planner‘
which condensesthe geological timescaleinto a 12
month calendar.
2. An ‘Appointments Diary’for a day can also be
createdto condensethe time-scaleevenfurther.
3. Wall hangings can becreatedusing a straight

stick and somestring (eachlmm of string
representing I million years). Measure out lengths of
string to representthe period of time from the start
of eachmajor geological era to the present day. Then
attach the different length piecesof string to the stick
and attach pictures of the plants or animals
associatedwith eachera to the endsof the string.
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%Afirst dinosaurs
250 million years ago

first space craft
30 years ago

Landscape

2.5 Soil sorter
Concept
Soil is made up of a number of ingredients including both inorganic and organic
materials. Soil formation begins with the erosion and transportation of rocks and it is
the proportions of these ingredients that create different soil textures. The basic material
thus formed then interacts with dead organic matter and living plants and animals.
The difierent layers in the soil can often be observed as a soil profile.

Context
The ingredients in the various layers of a soil profile can be investigated using a soil sorter
which is readily madefrom very simple materials.

Equipment
Plastic bottle - knife - soil

Making

it

1. Cut thefunnel shapetop from a clear plastic bottle.
2. Placeenough soil to halffill the bottle.
3. Cover the soil samplewith water and stir vigorously
with a stick.
4. Ltave the mixture to settle and observethe
different layers.

Using it
1. Identical bottles/jars can be usedto compare
different kinds of soil, as long as the sameamount of
soil is usedin each.(Note glassjars can beheavy to
carry).
2. Feel the soil sample betweenyour-fingers (it is
sometimeseasier to wet the soil first) and describe
the texture eg.gritty, silky, sandy. Comparethe
description to the soil sorter results. Ty rubbing the
samplesonto paperfor variations in colour markings
which could reflect different origins and textures.
3. Comparesamplestakenfrom under difierent
vegetation and from diferent depths in the soil
profile.

Landscape
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2.6 Bottled worms
Concept
soil is vital
vital fm soil fertility
fertility
The integration
integration and breakdown of dead organic matter into soil
(as well as the prevention of the build-up of dead bodies!). Animals, especially
earthworms, mix the soil material together ensuring that essential nutrients are available
for uptake by the roots of plants. The decomposition of leaves and other organic material
increases the surface
surface area available for fungal and bacterial decay.
also increases

Con text
The importance of animals in the formation of soil can readily be demonstrated by making
a simple ‘wormery’.

Equipment
Plastic bottle - card/newspaper- leaves- earthworms - sand, silt and soil samples-plastic bags- elastic bands

Making

it

I. Cut the funnel shapedtop off a plastic bottle.
2. Fill the bottle up with layersfrom different soils
(avoiding stonesand hard, lumpy soils).
3. Keepthe soils in the bottle moist but not wet.
Then place3 or 4 leaves(preferably oneswhich have
started to decay) on the surfaceand introduce a few
earthworms.
4. Cover the bottle with a lid madefrom the plastic
bagand puncture it with a seriesof holesto allow it
to ‘breathe’.
5. Keepyour wormey in a cool dark place;a tube
of newspaperwrapped around the wormey will
encouragethe worms to burrow near the edge.

Using it
1. After a weekor so checkthe surfaceof the soil by
sliding up the tube of newspaper.What hashappened
to the leaves?Are the layers still visible? Are there
any worm casts?lf so, what are they madeup of?
2. Air is introduced into the soil by this mixing and
burrowing which is analogousto digging. Ty
digging a hole in the ground, placing all the soil on a
plastic sheet.Then carefully replacethe soil. Will it
ah go backin? What takesup the extra room? Why
is it important?

Adapting

it

Soils vary considerably. You can collect different
colouredsoils and sandsand place them in plastic
bottles or jars. Then label the location and datefound
on the side of eachcontainer.
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2.7 Tullgren funnel
Soil, leaf litter and compost are often rich in different types of ‘minibeast’ many of which
are invisible to the naked eye. These organisms are vital in the manufacture of soil and ifs
fertility and the cycling of the nutrients used by plants.

Context
‘Minibeasts’ can be collected and then sorted using a Tullgren funnel.

Equipment
Empty flexible plastic bottle - knife - meshesof different sizes- lamp

Making

it

1. Cut the plastic bottle two-thirds down from the
top to makea long ‘funnel’ and a short ‘container’.
2. Ensure the cap has beenremovedand then place
thefunnel section (narrow section downwards) into
the container.
3. Cut a pieceof small wire meshthe samediameter
as the top of your funnel tie. so that it fits inside) and
then push it asfar down as if will go. If you can’t
find suitable wire meshthen put the soil or leaf litter
in a pieceof net curtain and place this in the top of
the upturned ‘junnel’ bottle.
4. Fill thefunnel with your soil sampleand then
shine a lamp abovethe funnel.

Using it
I. Be careful when positioning the lamp; if it is too
closeto the sample the organisms are killed before
they can escapeto the bottom. It is also a good idea to
placesomedampenedpaper in the collector to keep
the minibeastsalive.
2. Different sized meshes can be made by folding over
(doubling or trebling) the chicken wire. This will
allow a basicsorting of animals according to their
size.
3. lf you cannot find any wire t y using leaf litter
which is coarseenough not to fall through thefunnel.

Adapting

it

Ty comparing animals from different points in the
soil profile, or from different parts of a compostheap.

Landscape
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2.8 Compost corner
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Concept
The breakdown of leaves on a forest floor is a ‘recycling’ process which results in the
formation of an organic ‘glue’ which helps to hold the soil together and provides essential
plant nutrients.

Context
The breakdown of vegetable waste involves the same principles and the resulting compost
can be used as an organic fertiliser.

Equipment
3 mastic bottles with crinkled bases- 1 plastic bottle with a colouredbase- kitchf hod wasteand organic
rubbish - modelling knife and knitting needle

Making

it

5

I. Takeonecrinkle-bottomedplastic bottleand cut off the
top sectionjust belowthew’destpoint. This will makea
funnel which will slideon and off the bottletrunk asa
lid. Now cut off the baseof the bottleand discardit.
2. Repeatthe processwith a secondbottle, discarding
the top and bottom to leavea tube. Now use this to
makean extension to bottle one.
3. Removethe capfrom the third bottle, cut off the
bottom at its widest point and discard cap and base.
Invert the remaining section and push the combined
bottle one and two into it.
4. Removethefunnel endfrom the bottle with the
coloured baseand discard. Use the coloured bottom
section to support the plastic column you havemade.
5. Heat the point of the knitting needleand usethis
to melt someholesinto the structure (exceptfor the
funnel end of bottle three).
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6. Fill the column with kitchen wasteand garden
plant refuse.

Using it
7. The holesare critical as they encouragethe growth
of aerobicbacteriawhich breakdownthe waste.lf you
haveenough bottles ty making a secondunit and see
what happensif you keepthe lid on thefunnel of
bottle 3 or leaveout the holes!
2. On a larger scale,a compostheapmadefrom old
loading pallets in a corner of the schoolgrounds can
provide a useful comparison.Ensure the wastepile is
abovethe ground to facilitate air frow. This can also
beusedto recyclewaste to makegarden compost.
3. Liquid that collectsin the baseof the column can
be usedas a liquid fertiliser (see2.8). Ty comparing
growth of plants wateredwith different dilutions of
your liquid compost.

Adapting

it

It is also possibleto comparethe decompositionof
the wastein the classroomto that taking placein a
compostheapoutside. Whatfactors may be
responsiblefor any differences?
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2.9 Soil glue-o-scope and
impact indicator
Concept
I-The overuse of non-organic fertilisers and overcropping rob soils of their important humus
content. Rain water easily washes away soils that are not ‘glued together’ by organic
matter or bound by the root systems of plants.

Context
This activity investigates the effect of the impact of rain on a variety of samples under
various conditions.

Equipment
I. Soil glue-o-scope: jars - wire netting - sponge- organic rich soil - compost- clay - sand
2. Impact indicator:

Making

jar lids - sheetof wood painted white - sand, soil and silt

it

Using it
I. Placethe balls of material into the ‘U ‘shaped
cradle in turn. l.&er them into thejar which you
filled with water. Watchhow quickly /how much of
the ball breaksup (thosewith the highest organic
content should crumble less).

1, For a glue-o -scope

Takea jar and makea ‘7-l shapedcradlefrom the
wire netting or meshthat can be lifted easily in and
out of thejar. Make a seriesof soil substanceballs
from samplestakenfrom thefield or madeup
artificially from sand, clay and vegetablecuttings.
2. The impact indicator

This is easyto make.Draw a line one-third of the way
in from the longestside of the woodenboard.Glue the
jar lid onto the boardand fill it with oneof thesoil

2. You can now investigate the effectof the impact of
rain on your soil samples.Start zuith the indicator
flat on theground. Drip water onto the first sample.
Measure the distancethe sand or silt is splashedbut.
Raisethe boardat one end to form a slope.Now look
at the pattern of the soil movementwhen water is
dripped onto it.

Adapting
I

it

Comparetheseresults with a constant drip or stream
of water on to the different samplesthat have been
placedon tilted trays. Ty protecting the soils that
are easily erodedwith artificial humus such as
spongeor plasticine.
Make artificial terracesby putting strips of wood
acrossthe board to collect the soil.

L

e
0

Landscape

You can also comparematerialsfrom down the soil
profile. Ty making plasticine hillsides with and
without terraces.Seewherethe water collects,or if
sand is washedaway as water is poured down the
slope.
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Chapter 3 Air
Precious atmosphere
The atmosphere is an envelope of gases
nearly 500km thick, which surrounds the
earth. 15 to 30km above the surface of the earth
is a zone rich in ozone, which is formed when
energy from sunlight splits an atom off one
oxygen molecule and causes it to join another.
Ozone (03) forms an invisible filter for some of
the potentially harmful ultra-violet radiation
from the sun. Above this the air is cloudless,
thinner and colder.
Air has a fairly constant composition; it is
a mixture of nitrogen (78%), oxygen (21%,),
inert gases like helium (1%) and carbon dioxide (0.05%) but with varying amounts of
water vapour. It is in a dynamic equilibrium
with the oceans and the land masses and
holds heat close to the surface.
Weather occurs within the denser lower
parts of the atmosphere, as a result of temperature, pressure and moisture differences within
the air. Only about fifty per cent of the sun’s
energy which reaches the outer edges of the
atmosphere actually penetrates through to the
surface of the Earth, with the rest reflected from
or absorbed by the clouds. The weather is like a
huge,sun-poweredmachineevaporatingwater
and differentially heating the Earth’s surface.
Wind is produced by the circulation of air,
caused by the way in which the surface of the
earth is heated. Warm air rises at the equator,
producing lower pressure, and drawing in
air from the north and the south. At the poles,
cool air sinks down producing higher pressure. In between there are other zones dominated by warm, rising air and zones of cooler,
sinking air. Wind results from air movements
between these areas of different pressure.
During the day, in coastal areas, air is
warmed and rises from the land, but over the
sea, air cools and sinks, causing wind to blow
onshore. At night with the land cooling more
rapidly, this process is reversed. The prevailing lvinds often also change with the season,
for example monsoon winds from the SW in
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southern Asia herald the start of the rainy
season.
Rainfall is a vital part of the water cycle.
Air rises over hills and mountains, cools, and,
unable to hold as much water, produces rain.
Warm air rising over cold air at a weather
front also leads to rain, and near to the sea
moist air reaching warmer land rises and condenses as rain. Water can fall as sleet or snow
and moist air cooling near to the ground condenses out as dew. It the temperature is low
enough, this freezes to form frost.
Climate is the typical pattern of weather
in an area over a long period of time. Some
areas and seasons are characterised by low
pressure systems and others by high pressure
systems. A depression is formed when warm
air meets colder air, producing a region of low
pressure. The leading edge of the depression
is a warm front. Rainfall can occur here and
at the cold front trailing behind. A high pressure system, called an anti-cyclone, produces
periods of clear, settled weather with very
little wind. In some circumstances, at the
boundaries between warm and cold air, the
circulating vortices of air can become intense.
Vast depressions with diameters of up to
5OOkm.smay be formed, resulting in water
spouts or dust devils, tornadoes or violent
tropical hurricanes.

Atmospheric

pressures

Although there should be a balance between the water, air and biosphere circulating important
components
including
nitrogen, oxygen, carbon and water, this balance is clearly under threat. For example, for
every tonne of coal burnt, two tonnes of carbon dioxide are added to the atmosphere contributing
to the greenhouse effect and
potentially to global warming. Sulphur dioxide pours into the air from power stations
and more complex chemicals like the CFCs
(chlorofluorocarbons) escape from aerosol
propellants, refrigerator coolants and from
Air

low level ozone as a secondary pollutant.
Ozone at ground level is relatively stable and
can cause lung irritation and crop and tree
damage over long distances.

foam packaging. This cocktail of air pollution also includes potentially lethal carbon
monoxide, unburnt hydrocarbons, and various oxides of nitrogen, all from vehicle exhausts, and dust particles from metals like
lead and cadmium.

While ozone at ground level is a pollutant,
high in the atmosphere it is vital to protect the
Earth from too much radiation, which would
increase cataracts and skin cancers, affect plant
growth and breakdown some plastics. The
ozone layer is damaged by certain chlorine-containing molecules, particularly CFCs. The chlorine takes oxygen atoms from ozone and since
these CFC gases are relatively stable and long
lived, they are continuing to destroy the layer
faster than it is being naturally replaced. Thinnings of this layer called ozone holes are now
developing, especially over wide areas centred
on both of the poles, and this has been clearly
related to the escape of CFCs into the atmosphere.

The weak acids resulting from the oxides
of nitrogen and sulphur rot stonework, damage trees and pollute lakes and rivers, restricting the variety of plants and animals which
are able to live there. This acid rain also affects the soil, leaching increasing amounts of
toxic aluminium
and removing calcium
which leads to poor growth of trees and
crops.
Ozone is now part of the photochemical
smog present in many densely populated areas. In a temperature inversion, a ceiling of
warmer air traps cool air, which condenses as
a mist. Over cities, smoke from chimneys and
car exhausts react with sunlight to produce

Basic concepts and issues

Air

Activities

Composition of air

3.1 Pressure gauges

Weather patterns

3.2 Wet and dry

Circulation and pressure

3.3 Blowing in the wind

Climates and microclimates

3.4 Wind patterns

Air pollution and acid rain

3.5 Hot and cold

Ozone depletion

3.6 When the cold wind blows
3.7 Weather in miniature
3.8 Acid drops
3.9 Ozone holes
3.10 Ozone game
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3.1 Pressure gauges
Concept
The atmosphere is an envelope of gas molecules around the Earth. Whenthese molecules collide
with a surface they push against it creating pressure.

Context
Air pressure, which has a major effect on weather patterns, can alter-from day to day and
can be measured using a simple barometer.

Equipment
wide neckedjam jar - balloon - scissors- thick rubber band - drinking straw - needle- sticky tape
and glue - pieceof card - plasticine
Barometer:

Pressure demonstration:
Air composition:

Making

2 wooden rulers - newspaper

wide neckedjar - straws or pipe - bowl or bucket of water

it

I. The barometeris madeby cutting ofi the neckof
the balloon and stretching the remaindertightly over
the neckof thejar. Usethe rubber band to hold it in
place.
2. Fix the needleto oneendof thedrinking straw
and stick theother to the balloonskin so that theedgeof
thejar actsasa pivot.
3. Push the card into theplasticineand adjust it so that
the needleis pointing at thescale.

3. The needleshould moveas pressurealters.
CNB:do not placethe barometerout in the sun as
this will heatand expand theair in the balloon).
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Air

Using it
Preliminary

activities

First start by demonstrating
and occupies space.

that air has weight

Next ty filling thejar full of water keepingit
inverted in the bucket.Placethe end of the straw or
pipe in thejar and ask the participant to blow air
into thejarforcing the water out.

Positiononeruler so that half of it overhangsthe
desk.lay a fla t pieceof newspaperover the half of the
ruler on the desk.Bring a secondruler down, hard,
onto the half overhanging the desk.This ruler should
break,the pressureof air on the newspaper
preventing the half on the deskfrom fhpping up.

Ty ‘puumg me]ur part way out of tne water noting
that the water doesnot fall out. This is due to the
pressureof air on the surrounding water surface
pushing down with enoughforce to keepthe water in
place.

Now demonstrate that air is made of ‘something‘.

Ask a participant to invert thejar and push it down
into a bucketof water They will seethat thejar does
not fill with water indicating thereis ‘something’
inside stopping it.

Monitoring

pressure changes

You can then start monitoring variations in pressure
by makingyour own scaleon the barometercard. lf a
commercially madebarometeris availableyou can
usethis to calibrate your home-madescale.As
pressureincreasesexpectfine weather.

Adapting

it

A barometercan also bemadefrom a plastic bottle
and a bowl (the thinner the bottle the moreeffective
the barometerwill be).Half fill the bottle with water
and clamp it upsidedown into a small bowl of water.
Mark the side of the bottle with a felt tip pen to show
any changesin the water level indicating changeof
pressure.

Aif
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3.2 Wet and dry air
Concept
The rainfall of an area can be related to the landscape, its proximity to the sea and the prevailing
climate of high or low pressure systems.

Context
The amount of rainfall in any area varies tremendously and yet alf plant, animal and
human activity is dependant on it. Simple rainfall gauges are an important part of
weather monitoring and the moisture content of the air (humidity) can also be simply
measured using an hygrometer.

Equipment
Rain gauge : large (2 litre) plastic bottle - smaller (1 litre) plastic bottle - modelling knife or scissors
trowel - plasticine, blu-tat or similar - ruler and waterproof marker
Hygrometer: piecesof absorbentcloth, blotting paper or thick tissue - small stick - water

Making

it

To make a simple but effective rain gauge

inverted funnel
t top of large
plastic bottle)

I. Carefully cut the top off the large plastic bottle,
inverting it to form a funnel. The bestbottlesare
thosewith fhick, stable bases.

plusticine seal

2. Measure the height from the baseof the bottle to
the bottom of thefittedfunnel. Mark this height on
the secondbottle and cut at this point. The second,
smaller bottle should now fit snugly inside the larger
one.This is the collecfor.

outer bottle

3. Securethefunnel in place with plasticine or
similar so that it can be removedbut so ensuring
no rain can dribble around the edgesinto the outer
bottle.

inner collecting
bottle

To make a simple hygrometer
(to test the moisture content of the air J

Cut a strip of absorbentcloth and tie it to a stick.
tlf you decideto makeseveralof theseensurefhat
the strips are of the samesize). Beforeusing your
hygrometersoakit in water and squeezeout the
excessuntil it doesn’tdrip, but is thoroughly wet.

Air
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Using the rain gauge

Using the hygrometer

The rain gauge could be usedstraight away, or it
could be calibrated so that the amount of water
collectedcan be recorded.

Push the stick into theground keepingit away from
buildings and treesto avoid possibleinterference.
Recordthe time neededfor the cloth to feel
complefelydry; obviously the drier the atmosphere
the morequickly this will happen.It will also depend
on the air temperature(warm air can hold more
moisture) so recordthis in your weatherstation as
well. (Seealso 3.5).

I. The volume and height of water in the collector
dependson the size (surfacearea) of thefunnel and of
the collector itself. Assuming that theseare both
round, the ratio of one to the other is a constant.
Simply comparethe square of the two radii, or just
measurethe diametersand square the values.
H=D2
T

WhereD= diameter offunnel in mm
Whered= diameter of collector in mm
WhereH= height of the collector in mm
for one mm of rain.

Mark the position on the collectorfor one mm of
rain, then for 2,5,20 mm etc.
2. Put the rain gauge somewherein the open,away
from the 4fects of treesor buildings. If you havea
number of gaugesyou could comparethe rainfall in
different places.(Seealso 3.7 and 4.2).
3. Checkthe rainfall at the sametime eachday.
Like any weather recording, this information is
only of interest if it is recordedregularly, allowing
comparisonswer time and betweenseasons.

Air

Adapting

it

Tocalibratethehygrometer,you will needaccessto a
wet and dy thermometer.

Recordtheair temperatureand humidity from the tables
pmvidedw’th thethermometerand recordthe time
takenfir thecloth to dry.
Do this a numberof timesat differenttemperafures
and
when them’ris bothmoistand dry. Youcan now usethe
tablethat you havemadeto say roughly how moist the
air is, simply by timing how long thecloth takesto dy
out.
If you are unable to borrow a wet and dy
thermometerthereare a number of natural ways to
assessroughly the moisture in the air. For example,
the conesfrom conifer treesopenout in dy air, and
seaweed(especiallythe brown oar-weedLaminaria
spp), if hung up, will remain soft and moist or
becomedry, dependingon the humidity.
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3.3 Blowing in the wind

ma

Concept
Wind is caused by air movements in the atmosphere.

Context
Pressure differences in the atmosphere cause wind movements. Wind direction and
strength can be measured at your weather station with a wind vane and an anemometer equipment that gives plenty of opportunities for design work.

Equipment
Simple wind vane : f7at woodenboard,pieceof dowel or cane - hammerand nails - (sizedependanton size of

next item) - tube with closedend eg. cigar tube, empty biro, ‘smarties’sweettube - rubber band,scissors,glue flat plastic carton, eg. milk, margarine - thick drinking straws OYice lolly sticks
long pole, eg. caneor broomhandle -four identical plastic pots - thick straws or thin piecesof
cane- hammer and nails - sticky tape - beads

Anemometer:

Making

it

To make a simple but effective wind vane

1. Pick the tube you are going to useand select
either the nail size or pieceof wood that fits most
comfortably inside it. The tube should beable to spin
freely. For example,a metal cigar tube will probably
needa caneor pieceof dowelling, while an old biro
tube would require a thin long nail.

3. Fastena thick straw, 1011~
stick or similar with a
rubber bandacrossthe top of the tube.
4. Cut an arrow shapefor thefront and a tail ‘fin’ for
the rearfrom the plastic and glue into position.

2. Fit the dowel upright on a firm wooden baseas
illustrated. Mark the points of the compasson the
baseand place the tube Overthe dowel.

C
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To make the anemometer

I. Make holesin the plastic pots, so that the straws
or canes(‘arms’) fit through tightly. Securethe arms
at right angles to eachother with tape.Make a hole
through the centre of both arms to takea nail.
2. Thread the nail through a bead,the arms, another
beadand then hammer into the upright pole. Push
the pots onto the arms and balancethem, before
taping them on securely,all facing in the same
direction. The meter should movefairly smoothly.

Using it
Put both instruments out in the openas part of your
weather station. You will needto orientate the baseof
the weather vane to north/south beforetaking any
readings. The anemometercan bepushed into the
ground. Ty sinking a short plastic tube as a sleeve
for the pole, which can then be taken in after use.
You might like to calibrate the anemometeragainst
observationsof the wind (the Beaufort Scale).
Can the participants devisea way if counting the
revolutions when, in a strong wind, it is going round
very fast?
Can participants relate their observationsof wind to
temperature,rain, seasonor any daily cycles?

Adapting

it

A more robust ‘mark two’weather

vane

I. Fill an empty washing-up detergent bottle (or
similar) with water. Cut off the cap and insert a
length of thin wire, (eg.from a coathanger)so that it
fits tightly and protrudes a fewcentimetresstraight
from the top.
3. Put a beadon the protruding wire, then push this
into the top of the secondbottle, adding a secondbead
if necessaryand then a lump of plasticine or similar
to prevent the top from fi’ying off.
4. Fix an arrow shapeand a tail fin to the arm as
before.Checkthat the vane movesfreely. The water
should help to anchor it but you might prefer to cut a
hole in the baseand slip the bottom bottle over a post.

2. Cut a seconddetergent bottle just below the top,
discarding the bottom. Cut a slit through as shown,
to takea long thick straw or a thin pieceof wood.

Air
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3.4 Wind patterns
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Concept
Winds are produced by the circulation of air and are an important part of the weather. The
patterns of weather within an area, characterised by pressure differences, lead to daily and
seasonal differences in wind direction and strength.

Context
To record the direction of the wind, a simple compass is required. Afin way to ‘feel’ the
wind and investigate wind resistance is to make and use kites and parachutes.

Equipment
Compass: small transparent round plastic pot with lid (the lid doesn’t needto be transparent) - card -glue scissors- waterproof pen - half of a bottle cork (or small pieceof polystyrene) - sewing needle- small magnet ruler - protract& - Lifer - washing detergent
Kites: thin polystyrene sheetor light sturdy card - buttons - thread -string
Parachutes: thin plastic sheet(polythene bags)-thread - cotton reels

Making

it

2. For the compass cut a small circle of card to fit
into the lid of thepot. Draw on lines at 90°, lSOO,270”
and 360 ‘and mark with E&t), S(outh), WCest)and
Ntorth). Stick this into the lid and then placethepot
on top. Youshould now beable to readthe positions
through the baseof the transparent pot.
2. Cut a slit acrossthecorkor polystyrene.Magnetise
the needleby stroking it with the magnetin one
direction. Carefirllypush the needleinto theslit.
3. Put somewater into the pot and add a drop of
detergent to stop the cork or polystyrene drifting over
and sticking to the edgesof the pot. Float the cork or
polystyrene on the water.

Using it
To usethe compass
placethepot on a
levelsurface.When
the needleis still,
carefully turn the lid
with thedirection
signs until the needle
matchesthe
north/south line seen
through the base.

4. A kite canbemadefrom a S&-msquareof thin
polystyrenesheetsuchasa ceiling tile. First find the
centreandmarkit.Thenmarkaspot 12cmabovethe
centreasshown in thediagram.Make holesat bothof
thesepoints. Threadstring thmugh eachholeandfate-n
theend to two buttons.Fix a line to the thread;Cifyou
wish you canfix paperstreamersto thebaseof thekite).
5. Parachutes can be
madeusing squaresof
thin plastic to makea
canopy.Tiea thread
to eachcomer,then
threadeachpiecein
turn through the
centreof a cotton reel
and tie off theends.
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Youcanfly kites and experimentwith diflerent length
of tails. It can bea fun way of working out which
direction the wind is comingfrom and going to.
Parachutes work asair collectedin the canopypushes
against it. Youcanexperimentwith differentloadsand
canopysizesto seehow this afects the rateat which
theparachute,falls.
Air

3.5 Hot and cold
Concept
the temperatureof the air is an indirect way offinding out how much energy is in

Measuring

the atmosphere at a particular time.

Context
A simple thermometer can be made to allow comparison of temperature at different sites.

Equipment
Bottle with a screw top - colouredwater - drinking straw - plasticine (or clay or candle wax) - card and tapethermometeror other simple temperaturemeasuring devices(eg. liquid crystal strips)

Making

it

1. Fill the bottle completely to the top with the
colouredwater.
2. Make a hole in the bottle’s lid just big enoughfor
the straw to go through.

4. Tapethe card to the upper part of the straw and
mark a scaleon the card; Cif possiblety to calibrate
the scalewith a commercially madethermometer).

3. Screw the lid backon and push the straw through
the hole. Fix the straw in placeand makea water
tight seal using the plasticine.

Using it
This thermometerwill give you a rough guide to how
much hotter or colder the air temperaturehas
become.For daily monitoring, ty positioning it in a
shady areaand checkingit three timesa day.
Also ty putting it in a small hole madein the soil.
Are the temperaturesany different?
As for other recordingsof weather,this information
is only of significance if the readingsare taken
regularly, enabling comparisonsto bemadeover time
and betweenstzsons.

Air
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3.6 When the cold wind blows

l!i?il

Concept
Climatic differences produce seasonal changes to which plants and animals must adapt.
For example, the seasonsaffect the timing of reproduction and the availability of food.
When conditions are unsuitable, some animals migrate, while others enter a dormant state like
hibernation where the body temperature falls and an energy-saving period of inactivity occurs.

Context
This activity simulates some of the conditions experienced by mammals during the winter,
and investigates how they respond.

Equipment
An areaoutside whereparticipants canfind a range of natural materials, eg. leaves,feathersetc. - cleanempty
food cans - small plastic tubes (eg.film canisters) - accessto hot water - thermometeror other simple temperature
measuring deviceCeg.liquid crystal strips)

Using it
Participantsmight beintroducedto this activity aftera
habitat investigation.For examplethey might have
discoveredthat small mammalsarepresentwithin an
area,(see5.6) and havesomeideaof seasonalchanges
from weatherobservationsand measurements.
I. Split theparticipants up into groups,eachof which
hastwo tins CNBcheckthat thereareno sharpedges)
and two plastic tubes.Suggestthat eachtuberepresents
a small animal (for instancea mammalsuchasa mouse)
and the tin representstheholeand nestsite.Theymight
like to personalisethetubesby drawing a faceon themto
representa particular mammal!
2. Ask eachgroup to hunt for nesting material for
one of their ‘animals’; anything found on theground
can be used. Participants will needto decidewhat
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might be bestCeg.moss,feathers,grass) and how
tightly to pack it around the tube.
3. Suggestthat the secondanimal decidesnot to
makea nest; provide no nesting material for this one.
4. Fill eachtube with hot water, measurethe
temperatureand quickly replacethe lid and any
bedding.If you do nof havea thermomefer,a hand
around the tube can give a good impressionof the
starting temperature. Ask the groups to hide the
‘nests‘ somewhereon theground; someparticipants
may find holesor additional layers of insulation.
5. After a period of time (dependanton the size of
the tubes) retrieve the ‘nests’and take(or feel) the
temperatureagain.

Air

uz Which stayed the warmest; the ‘mouse’who
madea nest or the ‘lazy one?
EF Which group managedto keeptheir ‘mouse’the
warmest? Now look at the nesting material; are
thereany cluesas to why this ‘mouse’retained
the most heat?
LQFIn real life how would a warm-bloodedmammal
keeptemperatureconstant? (for instance
animals grouping together;curling up; moving;
eating to provide energy;additional fat and
thicker fur etc).
.

Adapting

it

Ty using ‘animals’ of different sizes.(The rate of
heat lossfrom mammalsdependson their surface
areaand smaller mammalshave a larger surfacearea
to volume ratio).
Can you think of a similar activity which could be
developedto illustrate the problemsof retaining
water in warm, dy climates, or of keepingcool?
Many mammalsin cold winters still maintain an
active existence,while others will migrate and some
truly hibernate. This activity should stimulate
further discussion.Hibernators generally require
an insulated nest to provide a fairly constant
environment. Groups might like to provide suitable
hibernating sites in colder countries for animals
such as bats or hedgehogs.
Thh activity can also lead on to role play, where
participants identify the needsof specificanimals
and lookfor their ideal home.

i
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3.7 Weather in miniature
Concept
Changes in microclimate are caused by vegetation affecting winds and water vapour and by
cities which are warmer than the surrounding countryside. Buildings slow the wind in some
places but increase the speed OYcreate turbulence in others.

Context
While weather operateson a global level, local conditions produce differences in
microclimate. These are easier to investigate and are often very relevant -for example the
importance of shelterbelts in protecting crops from the wind and of trees in reducing soil
erosion by rainfall. Some ideas are suggested.

Equipment
To demonstrate

shelter:

hairdyer or fan - toy windmill - plasticine or similar (or ribbon-o-meteras below) -

pot plants
flat pieceof wood as base- short pieceof dowelling or cane- plasticine (or hammerand nails)
- thin coloured ribbons (or paper streamers)

Ribbon-o-meter:

For other measurements:

thermometers(see3.5) - cloth hygrometersand rain gauges(see3.2) -

compass(seealso 3.4)

Making

it

To prepare a simple wind indicator or
‘ribbon-o-meter’
(direction and strength) :

1. Nail the dowel or canefirmly to its base.
2. Tie a group of streamersor ribbons at the top of
the post. As you will needa number of these,make
sure that eachis the sameheight and that the ‘tassles’
are of the samematerial and thereare similar
numbers on each‘meter’.

n

Using it
To demonstrate
on the wind:

the effect of a building

or trees

1. On a flat indoor surfaceset up a ‘ribbon-o-meter’
or firmly anchor a toy windmill into a blockof
plasticine.
2. Turn on the dyer or fan and direct it at the
ribbons or windmill. How far can you movethe
‘wind’ away beforethe ribbons or windmill stop
blowing?
3. Now put the plant or plants in the way. How
closedoesthe ‘wind’ needto be to get through?
Do different plants have different effects?
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To monitor the microclimate
(for example a school):

around buildings

I. Ask the participants to look carefully at a plan of
an area with buildings with which they are already
fairly familiar. Use the compassto mark the main
directional points on the plan. Discuss with them the
direction in which the sun rises and sets.They might
also note which are the tallest buildings or evengo
out and measurethem. (See5.13)

Air

2. Ask the participants to ‘guess’wherethe wind
will bestrong or weak;where the air will bewarmest
or coldest;where the water collectedin rnin gauges
will begreatestand whereit is likely to bemost or
leasthumid.
3. Now test theseideaswifh the equipmentalready
developed.Use the %ibbon+meters’ to give an
approximate idea of preuaiIing direction and relative
strength.
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To monitor the microclimate
(for example a school):

around buildings

1. Ask fhe participants to look carefully at a plan of
an area with buildings with which they are already
fairly familiar. Use the compassto mark the main
directional points on fhe plan. Discuss with them the
direction in which the sun rises and sets. They might
also note which are the tallest buildings or evengo
out and measurethem. (See5.13)

Air

2. Ask the participants to ‘guess’wherethe wind
will bestrong or weak;where theair will bewarmest
or coldest;where the water collectedin rain gauges
will begreatestand whereit is likely to bemost or
least humid.
3. Now fesf theseideaswith the equipmentalready
developed.Use the ‘ribbon-o-meters’to give an
approximate idea of prevailing direction and relative
strength.
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3.8 Acid drops

pjiga

Concept
Rain water is naturally slightly acidic (pH5 to 6) due to the presence of carbon dioxide
and sulphur and nitrogen compounds from bacteria, volcanoes etc. Primary pollutantsfram
the burning offossil fuels (like the oxides of nitrogen which forma dilute nitric acid and also
sulphur dioxide), acid& the rainfall further and it falls as acid rain.

Context
Monitoring the acidity of rainfall makes it possible to investigate the relationship with
wind direction and other weather variables. Acid indicator can be made from plant
exfrurts and the effects of acid rain can be demonstrated by making acid rain in a
, miniature model of the atmosphere.

Equipment
To make an indicator:
red cabbageor similar colouredvegetable-pan and sourceof heat - water and small
plastic bottle (look for one with a small nozzle) - lemonjuice, milk, vinegar etc

To collect acid rain:

clean plastic bags,rubber bands- large (two litre) plastic bottles - woodenpost

To illustrate acid rain being formed: large screw top glassjar - litmus paper or homemadeindicator
(seeabove)- distilled water ifpossible (from afridge) - matchcs- crushedchalk
To illustrate

the effects of acid rain: two large, clean plastic tubs - small plastic pot and somewater -

campdentablets (for brewing/wine making) - plastic bagsand large bands,or ‘cling-film’ -fast germinating
seedseg. cress- two lid tops or similar for germinating trays - cotton wool
dry deposition: filter funnel (can bemadefrom the top of a washing up liquid bottle) and paper
- double-sidedsticky tapeon piecesof card or wood (or white tiles)

To investigate

Making

it

I. To makean acid rain collector, cut the top off
the plastic bottle and using the plastic bagas a glove,
fit it inside, securing with an elastic bandas shown.
Llsea larger thick band to attach to the pole.

2. Boil red cabbagein a small amount of water.
The water will becomepurple. By using only a little
water, the dye is concentrated.Allow it to cool and
then store in a dispenser.This indicator will not
storefor very long.
3. Preparefor an illustration of the effectsof acid
rain by germinating seedssuch as cresson small
trays of cotton wool.

Using it
The indicator

you have made can be used to test

for acidity:
I. Put your woodenpostout in theopenand collect
somerain in theplastic bag.Put a little indicatorin with
therain waterand notetheco!our.Canyou noticeany
differencesin acidity on differentdays?Litmus paper
will give morepreciseresults,but becauserain is poorly
buffered,it is betterto obtaina specialisedindicator.

Air
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2. Mix a small amount of the indicator with vinegar
or lemon. Note the colour changes.Can participants
find any other substanceswhich will reversethis?
Can you discover any other plant extracts that will
act as acid/alkali indicators? Somebluef7owerseg.
Campanula specieswilrchange to red in colour if
put in strong acid. Try agitating an ant’s nest with a
flower head,as they may squirt formic acid onto it!

To see how acid rain might affect plants:

I. Put one campdentablet into the small pot of
water (this will producesulphur dioxide fumes).
Wash ofi any spilt liquid with plenty of water
immediately. Put the pot inside one large tub and
securewith a plastic cover.
2. Put one of the trays of germinated cressinside the
‘sulphur’ chamber,and another inside a secondtub,
without thefumes . Leavefor a few hours. What
happens?Try different plants; how do they react?
Try some fieldwork to find out about dry, sooty
material in the air:

1. Pick someevergreenleavesand wash them
thoroughly in a little water. Filter the water; what is
left behind?
To simulate

acid rain:

I. Quarterfill theglassjar with water (distilled if
possible),and add a litmus paper.Light a numberof
matchesover the water, and when the heads have
finished burning, blow them out and quickly securethe
lid.

2. Leaveout somewhite tiles, or piecesof
double-sidedsticky tapeon strip of card or wood.
Comparedifferent areas;in the open, next to roads
etc. Lookfor the build up of dy pollution deposits
from the air.

Adapting

it

Lichens(simple plants formed by a beneficial
relationship betweena fungus and an alga) and
mosses,have beenshown to beespeciallysensitive to
sulphur dioxide levels.In a similar way to the useof
water minibeastsas pollution indicators (see4.20)
the presenceof lichens on treesand buildings can be
usedto characteriseair quality. In general terms,
thereis a continuum from no lichens (suggesting
high pollution levels), through crusty speciesand
leafy speciesto shrubby, dangling types which prefer
air with little or no sulphur dioxide (and therefore
indicate low levelsof pollution).

2. Shake the jar to absorbthefumes in the water.
What happensto the litmus paper?Add somecrushed
chalk to the water, shakeand seewhat happensnoz~.

Air
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3.9 Ozone holes

_

Concept
Oxygen molecules are made up of two oxygen atoms. Sunlight energy powers a reaction
that splits an atom off one molecule and forces if onfo another. This new molecule made up
of three oxygen atoms is ozone. The ozone splits again as the molecule is unstable and the
extra atom of oxygen is removed and goes back to join another oxygen atom. The natural
cycle of ‘making’ and ‘breaking’ of ozone in the stratosphere is disturbed by the presence of
CFC gases. One CFC molecule can destroy fens of thousands of ozonemolecules, forming
chlorine monoxide.

Context
The reaction occurring in fhe upper afmosphere can easily be demonstrated using role play.

Equipment
cloth - card - paint

Making

it

Introduce the following symbols to the group: a sun;
oxygen gas; and a ‘nasty‘ CFC. Ask them to usethe
materials to makecostumesrepresenting these.

Using it
Using a story format, the group in their costumes
can play out thefollowing points:
I. “There was a stable couple of oxygens that lived
togetherin the air aboveour heads” (participants
hold hands in pairs of oxygen atoms to representan
oxygen molecule).
2. “ln the morning as the sun cameout they would
both get uey excited and go off to work”. (At this
point designatedoxygen-sstop being joined and go off
to form groups of threeoxygcns.) “They workedas
ozonemolecules,filtering out ham@ radiation”.
3. “At night they stoppedworking and formed their
partnership again” (this cycle can becontinued until
the CFCsarrive). Now oxygens that breakup are
captured by the CFC moleculesand taken away.
Theseare the ‘nasty’ intruders that takeaway oxygen
atoms! The result is that lessozoneis formed.

Adapting

it

This approachcan beadaptedto many chemical
reactionssuch as photosynthesisand acid rain
production, Participants other than younger
children can begiven the elementsof the stoy and
left to makeup their own play.

Air
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3.10 Ozone game
Concept
Whilst ozone in the upper atmosphere is a ‘good thing’filtering out harmful radiation it can
also beformed neRr theground when car exhaust fimes react in the presence of sunlight.
I

I

Context
.Theformation of low level ozone and its efiects on plants can be illustrated using table
tennis balls.

Equipment
Tabletennis (ping pong) balls - velcro (or double-sidedsticky tape) - indelible markers

Making

it

I. Start by making ‘exhaustfume’ moleculesor
oxidesof nitrogen. Mark one ball with Wand two
with ‘0’. Then attach them together as O-N-O.
(Velcro is particularly suitable ifavailable).
2. Make an oxygen molecule by marking two balls
with ‘O’and velcroing them fogether.
3. Mark out a leaf shapeon thefloor and makea score
card and a sun symbol.
4. Make enough moleculesto ensure eachmemberof
the group has at least two.

Using it
7. Placeeachset of moleculesin a separatebucket.
Explain that when the sun symbol shines the
moleculescan react. An ‘0’ is removedfrom the ‘N
moleculesand attachesitself to the oxygen(0-O)
moleculesforming ozone.
2. Then split thegroup into two. Eachparticipant
has to race to the bucketsand takeone moleculefrom
eachand makeozone.This happensas a relay until
both bucketsare empty.
3. The teamsare now invited, in turn, to throw their
ozonemoleculesonto the leaf.The ozonewill look like
spots on the leaf. Each teamassumesthat moreozone
moleculeson the leaf scoresmore points, until you
tell them it‘s a minus point as eachspot is leaf
damagefrom pollution!
/

Adapting

/’

it

Tabletennis balls linked together with velcro can be
usedfor any reaction you wish to explain. Papier
machi or polystyrene balls can be usedinsteadand
stuck togetherwith cocktail sticks.

/

Air
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Chapter
1

4

Water

1

Water, water, everywhere

...

Over two thirds of the surface of the Earth
is covered by water, a remarkable combination
of the elements oxygen and hydrogen. Life
evolved in water and could not exist without
it. Water comprises over 70% of our own body
weight and in some plants this figure can be as
high as 99%! In land plants water is used to
transport nutrients from the roots, to provide
support and to stimulate germination. Water,
combined with carbon dioxide, is the basis for
sugar production by photosynthesis.
Oxygen, which is vital for life, dissolves in
water in minute quantities and its availability
can limit the presence or activities of some animals. While over 20% of the atmosphere consists of oxygen, in normal conditions the
maximumamountdissolvedin waterasaresult
of turbulence and photosynthesis is little more
than 10 parts per million (ie. ten molecules of
oxygen in a million of water!) and this amount
declines further with rising temperature.

lakes and seas and even tiny puddles. Some of
the vapour carried high into the atmosphere
cools and changes back into droplets of liquid,
producing clouds. This completes the cycle
which can then start again!

The salinity of sea water results from the
ability of water to dissolve high concentrations
of sodium chloride, together with smaller
amounts of potassium and calcium salts. Some
of the physical properties of water make it an
attractive medium for living organisms. With
the exception of fish, most aquatic vertebrates
are thought to have returned to the water from
the land, and may only stay there for part of
their life cycle. Freshwater ecosystems are
dominated by insects, which are almost excluded from the sea. Many static water bodies
such as ponds are often temporary features,
quickly silting up and drying out, but lakes
may be deep enough to exhibit changes in temperature, light and oxygen with depth, as in the
sea. In rivers and streams water currents bring
both problems and opportunities for inhabitants as careful study will clearly show.

All three states of water influence the environment and our daily lives. When water
freezes to become ice it expands and the contirtual freezing and thawing action is an important
agent of weathering. A surprising physical
property of water is that it is most dense at 4”C,
and this prevents deep freshwater bodies, even
in the coldest parts of the world, freezing completely Water heats up and subsequently cools
down very slowly, exposing animals and plants
to far less severe temperature fluctuations than
on land. The oceans have a major influence on
the planet’s energy balance and weather patterns. As a gas, water vapour is an important
component of the atmosphere.

The most accessible marine ecosystem,
the seashore, has tides, waves and currents
affecting the conditions and the types of Iife.
Many low-lying tropical coastlines at the outlets to rivers are dominated by salt-tolerant
trees and shrubs such as mangroves. In other
areas, where freshwater meets the sea to produce brackish water, salt marshes are found.
There is, of course, a continuum between
fresh and salt water; some areas are quite low
in salts, and some inland lakes, especially
where it is quite warm, can be very salty.

The water cycle ensures that water moves
constantly through the environment. Any
rainwater entering the soil moves down slopes
to reach rivers or streams, or percolates down
further to reach the water table. From the
rivers, water flows to the sea. The sun’s energy
turns some of the liquid water into vapour,
evaporating it into the atmosphere from rivers,

. . . but not a drop to drink
Despite the ubiquity of water, some
human populations in less-developed countries have poor or no access to clean drinking
water and millions die from water borne diseases. As well as drinking, cooking, cleaning
and industrial uses, water is often used as a
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convenient waste disposal system. Many
cities have rivers which are highly polluted
and completely devoid of life. The lack of
water of any kind is also increasingly a problem with prolonged droughts occurring in
many parts of the world.
Wetlands are important wildlife habitats,

which often regulate the flow of rivers and
provide food for local populations, yet many
are subject to threats from dams, drainage
and irrigation schemes. In India, for example,
93% of water used is for irrigation. Whilst this
can lead to increased crop productivity,
poorly designed irrigation systems often lead

Basic concepts

and issues

to the soil’ becoming waterlogged, or land
becoming too salty from rising minerals and
subsequently abandoned. Where too much
groundwater is pumped out, aquifers will
become depleted often causing subsidence.
In many parts of the world, fish is often the
most important source of animal protein.
Three quarters of the world catch is used for
food and the rest for animal food, oil and
fertiliser. Modem developments such as the
introduction of larger trawlers, monofilament
nets and sonar detection systems frequently
result in overfishing with consequent depletion of fish stocks in the long term for all.

Water

Activities

Composition

4.0 Safety Code

Physical properties

4.1 Water cycle in miniature

The water cycle

4.2 Water coming down

Freshwater ecosystems

4.3 Water going up

Marine ecosystems

4.4 Wonderful water

Pollution

4.5 Measuring the flow

Drought & abstraction

4.6 Cardboard aquarium

Irrigation & drainage

4.7 Netting your catch

Overfishing

4.8 Mud, glorious mud
4.9 Pollution detectives
4.10 Water filters
4.11 Rock pool chase

Water

-
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4.0 Safety code
for field work near water
When organising field work activities for any group of participants,
safety and welfare must be paramount. These are achieved primarily
through thorough preparation, adequate supervision and knowledge
of the site. In the case of water activities, however, there are specific
hazards and a code of conduct is suggested.
1. Carefully inspect any site before taking a group out.
us Do you have legal and easy access?
ES Are the edges of the pond or river safe from collapse?
US How deep is it? Decide the limit of ent y for the group.
az lf it is a river, how fast is it? A shallow but swift river could pose a threat.

US lf working beside the sea, check tide times and ask about dangerous currents.
IGS How clean does the water appear to be? lf it smells or has scum on the surface, decide
whether if is really suitable for your purposes.
2. Ensure adequate supervision for the site, the activity and the age of the group.
Ensure that participants have the required clothing and footwear.
Ensure that they are aware of any potential hazards.
3. Ensure that the group stay in visual contact with you all the time you are at the site.
4. Ensure that nobody wades into the water unless asked to do so and that no-one splashes
or pushes.
5. Cover any scratches or cuts with waterproof plasters. lf the site is a possible health risk,
consider issuing rubber gloves.
6. Ensure that participants do not put wafer, fingers, or any equipment that has been into
confacf with the water, info their mouths, nostrils or eyes. Don’t allow eating or drinking while working beside study sites. Ask participants to wash their hands with soap
and clean wafer as soon as work has finished, and before fhey eat.
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4.1 The water cycle in miniature

pji@$g

Concept
Without negative human interference, the water cycle constantly provides a mechanism for
renewing freshwater and transporting it around the globe.

Context
Various models have been suggested to simulate the water cycle. The idea here is to
demonstrate the importance of evaporation from the oceans, investigating the reasons for
the lack of salt in rain.

Equipment
Hof wafer (best if near to boiling point . . . care!) - salt - ice cubes- clear plastic bag - fwo small glassjars - wire
mesh- bowl (large enough to fakeonejar standing in the middle)

Making

it

1. Pour the very hot wafer info the bowl, so that the
participants can seesteam rising.
2. Mix in plenty of salt - enough to taste it in the
water. This now representsthe oceans.

Using it
Waferwill condenseon theplasfic sheet
~represent~ng
the ‘clouds’) immediately and this will
bespeededup by the cold surfaceprovided by the ice.
Waferwill begin to collect in the empty jar.
1, Is the wafer salty? Tastethe water in thejar and
condensingon the sheet.
2. What is happeningto the remaining uater in the
bowl?
3. Why doesthe water evaporateand then form
water droplets again?
4. How doesfhis model differ from what happensin
the global water cycle?

Adapting
3. Placeone empty jar in the middle of the bowl
(it may have to be weigheddown).
4. Stretch the plastic over the top of the bowl to
cover if completely and place the meshon top.
5. Takesomeice cubesand put them in the second
jar, supported by the meshover the empty jar below.

Water

it

Students might beable to think o,fimprovementsto
this simulation;perhaps suggesting the inclusion of a
‘river’ to take the wafer backto the sea.
To illustrate pollution and how this remains in
the sea:
Ty adding a colour to the water in the bowl.
Is the water fhat falls as ‘rain’ clear or coloured?
(Care,asgases can be incorporated into rain; see
information on acid rain 3.8).
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4.2 Water coming down
Concept
Somefalling rain is intercepted by plants; the surplus water seepsinto theground and helps to
maintain soil moisture levels.

Con text
A convenient point to investigate the water cycle is when water falls to theground as rain.
Simple rain gauges allow the measurement of water intercepted by different vegetation,
and rates of infiltration into the ground can be recorded.

Equipment
Rain fall gauges: from bottles, see3.2
For stem flow: nylon cord or similar - old inner tube (onefrom a bicycle is best)-a plastic bottle
(squareor rectangular in section)
Infiltration rings: large coffeeOY otherfood tin - thick pieceof wood (wider than diameterof tin) hammer OY mallet - ruler -stopwatch COY watch with secondhand) - bucketof wafer

Making

it

I. Preparea number of standard rain gauges.lf
necessa
y secure them to woodenstakeswith string
to preoen! them blowing over.
2. Attach the inner tube tightly to a tree by passing
the cord through and winding the tube in a gentle
downward spiral around the trunk. If must belong
enough to go around the tree a! leas! once.
3. Cut the top off the squareplastic bottle and secure
if with cord to the trunk, so that the end of the rubber
spiral is just abovethe bottle.
4. Preparethe infiltration ring: removethe topsand
bottoms of the tins, cleaning up any sharp edges.

Using it
Theequipmentcanmeasurethree di@ren!parts of the
uxfer cycle.Theycanbelookeda! separatelyor taken
togetherto seethe#ec!s of thevege!ation and of thesoil.
I. Setout one rain gauge to measurethe rainfall in
the openand others under various different kinds of
trees.The gauge in the openwill thereforebe
collecting uninterrupted rainfall; the others wit1 be
collecting the water dripping off the leaves.
2. Measure the amount of water which trickles down
the trunk of a tree.
3. Place the wood over the tins and knock them into
the ground with the mallet so thy are held firmly.
Pick different soils and positions. Stand the ruler
upright in the tin, and pour water into the top,
timing how long it fakesfor the water to soakinto
the ground.
How do different treesand seasonsaffect the amount
of water reaching the ground? Doeslessdrip down
when it is warmer? What would happenif the trees
wereremoved?Doeswatb always enter the ground
a! the samerate? What happenson a slopeOY on
different soils? Doesit soakin morequickly when it
is dy OY afkr it has beenraining for sometime?
Water
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4.3 Water going up
Concept
Much of the water absorbed by the roots of plants is eventually also evaporatedjkxn the leaves
in a process called transpiration.

Context
While plants rely on transpiration to aid the transportation of water from the roots, they
attempt to minimise the loss if water. Dyes can be used to illustrate this, and simple
investigations undertaken to demonstrate water loss.

Equipment
small plastic bottle - colourful dye (eg. red ink in water) -fresh leafy cut stick of celery (or
leafy green shoot of a fast growing treesuch as willowy - secateursOYvegetableknife

Demonstration:
Transpiration

large clear plastic bags- string

in action:

Demonstrating

it

Whilsf it is possibleto measureaccurately the actual
rate of transpiration, the useof dyesprovides a
particularly effectiveway of demonstrating that
transpiration is taking place.
2. Half fill the small bottle with the colouredwafer.
Cut the stem OYstalk of the plan! and leaveit in the
water for a fewdays, keeping the plan! well lit.
2. The dye will rise through the plan! and colour the
veins in the leaves.If a young treeshoot has been
used,cut it to investigate the distribution of the dye.
In other plants it travels in the xylem vessels.Celey
(if available) is one in which it may beeasily seen.
(NB: this experiment doesno! work well in all plants
so it is as well to f y out a few different shootsfirs! to
seewhich oneswork best).
To demonstrate

transpiration

in action outside:

I. Tie large plastic bagsover the growing shoots
and leavesof trees.Carefully examine the bagssome
hours later (noting the build up of moisture inside).
Removethe leavesfrom one of the shootsand then
ty the experiment again. What happensthis time?
If both evergreenand deciduous treesare accessible,
t y this in winter to show that it is the moisture
evaporating from leaf surfaceswhich is responsible
for the droplets of moisture in the bags.
2. Ty to comparethe rate of transpiration under
different conditions (eg. in windy OYsunny
conditions) by comparing the amount of moisture
in the bag.

Water

celey shoot 3 days later

4.4 Wonderful

water

Concept
Water has a number of unique physical properties, including the change in molecular
arrangement that means that it is densest at 4°C (which is why icefloats). Water, especially
salt water, provides support to plants and animals through buoyancy.

Context
The phenomenon of surface tension provides a specialised habitat for many animals and
the ‘skin-like eflecf’ that this produces can be illustrated. The difference between the
buoyancy offresh and sea.water can also be investigated. The temperature should be
measured since it affects the amount of oxygen dissolved in the water which in turn affects
the fauna living in it.

Equipment
Surface tension:
Buoyancy:
Temperature:

small pot filled with wafer - tissue paper - pin OYsmall paper clip

two pots of water - salt - two fresh eggs
graduated liquid crystal strips

Using it
7. Surface tension: put a pieceof tissueonto the
water and carefully placea pin OYpaperclip on the
tissue.Gently help the paper to sink and wafch what
happens.Lookcarefully around the edgesof theobject;
the ‘skin’ is visible. With a bent pin it is possibleto lift
the surfacelayer slightly on still wafer. Whathappens
to the pin OYclip if a drop of detergentis added?

3. The temperature can be taken using waterproof

liquid crystal strips. Theseare graduated in %, and
can be bough! relatively cheaplyfrom pet /aquarium
shops.They are more robust than thermometersand
much cheaper.

2. Buoyancy: take two pots of wafer and add some
salt to one of them and stir. Placeone egg in eachpot
and seewhat happens.Swap the eggsaround to
checkthat it is in fact the water which is responsible.
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4.5 Mekuring

the flow

I

I

( Concept
Fast flowing water can dissolve more oxygen and all sorts of other characteristics are affected.
In comparing habitats, speed of current flow is therefore an important factor to measure.

Context
Most aquatic animals living in moving water have gill surfaces to extract oxygen. In
comparison, many of those which live in standing water obtain their oxygen by coming to
the surface. Animals also exhibit special adaptations fm holding on to avoid being swept
away, so that it is often possible to relate current measuremenfs to the types of animals
found. There are various simple methods of measuring flow which require little equipment.

Equipment
Float method:
Thrupp’s nails:

Making

I orange - 20 metres of string - stopwatch (or clock zuifh a second hand)
piece of wood approx 15cmlong - 2 nails - a hammer - ruler

it

With thefToat method the ifems listed are readyfor
use. To test the speedof flow with the nails proceedas

follows:
I. Use the hammer to knock the two nails through a
pieceof wood (one a! eachend) so that the tip of each
projects the sameshort distance abovethe wood.
2. To produce an accurate instrument to recordthe
velocity of the sfream (in metresper second,rather
than as a simple comparison) the distanceapart of
the two nails needsto be 10.2 cm.

Using it
Use the wood and nails as follows:
1. Hold the wood abovethe stream so that the nails
both just touch the surfaceof the water. If the speed
of flow is aboveabout 22cm. per second,ripples will
form on the water surface.
2. The tipples will convergea! a point downstream.
Thefaster the water flow, thefurther away they will
cometogether.Measure the distancefrom the wood
to this point and comparethis with other sites.
3. The speedof fhe current can becalculated if
required, alfhough this may be too complexfor
younger children.

Water
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Now a convenient methodfor determining speedhas
beendecided,various problemscan beapproached:
1. Wherein a stream is theflow thefastest?
2. Is the bedof the stream different in slow and in
fast areas?
3. Do animals prefer to live in fast or slower parts of
the stream?
4. is the speedconstant through the year? lf not,
what will affect it?
Using an orange:
Any object which floats without obstruction, such as
a small stick, can beused to observeand then to
measurethe speedof water/low of a streamor river.
The advantageof using an orange is thaf if is easyfo
seeand floats just below the water’s surface(and so
is lessaffectedby the action of the wind).
1. lay out the string along the river bank,picking a
section where the flow is unobstructed by plants,
debris etc. Drop the orange into the water abovethe
upstream end of the string.
2. Start to time the orangeas soon as it passesthe
start and record the time taken to reachthe other end
of the string. lf the orange can be retrieved with a net
(care!), OTif you haveanother one, try again.
(Do not eat the orange after this test.).
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3. To calculate the.speed,firstfind the averagetime.
Then divide 10 by this number ofsecondsto give the
speedin metresper second.

Adapting

it

With a cork borer (or a fruit knife), thepeelfrom one
orangecan becut info many small circular or square
pieces.Eachwill float well and can beclearly seen
from the bank, sofor the price of one orange,many
testscan becarried out (and, if the orangeis peeled
beforesetting out for the river, it can bekept for
eating!).
Both thesemethodsmeasurethe current speedat the
surface,and yef sfudenfs usually find moreanimals
at the bottom of the river where theflow may be
different. Can they devisea variation to measurethe
flow rate lower in the wafer?
Thespeedof flow can be related to the volume of
water (the discharge)by multiplying by the
cross-sectionalarea.A more direct, rough measureof
this value is obtainedby recording the time fofill a
large,strong plastic bag.Hold the bag,crushedup to
removeall the air, just under the surface.Now open
the top and time how long if takesto fill.

Water

4.6 Cardboard

aq,uarium

Concept
Minibeusts exhibit adaptations of structure and behaviour to equip them for life in freshwater.

Context
Participants should not be encouraged to take samplesof aquatic animals and plants away
from their habitats, but close observations are necessary for identification and to record
behaviour and adaptations. A simple field aquarium can easily be constructed on site.

Equipment
Cardboard box (the ideal size is one used to takereamsof A4 paper) - large plastic bag (needsto fit into and fill
box) - scissors- marker pen - adhesiveor masking tape

Making

it

2. Ensure that the bottom of the box is secureby
using tape.
2. Cut any&s

off the top.

3. Mark two large windows on the sidesof the box.
leave a reasonableamount of the caniboard in place
all the way around the window as a strengthening
frame. This is especiallyimportant at the top.
4. If the cardboardis not very thick it will be
necessaryto reinforce the bars along the top. You can
do this by either faking additional card from the
disc&ed lid, or by leaving a central pillar of
cardboardvertically in the centre of eachwindow.

I. Add all the animals you find and carefully watch
for interactions . . or
2. Add a few animals of thesametype and observe
carefully Can you seehow they move,how they hang
on, how they obtain their oxygen,how theyfeedand
what theyfeed
on etc?Are thereany obsenxlble
adaptationswhich allow them to besuccessfil in this
habitat?

6. Carefully add water to test that it can fakethe
weight and that thereare no leaks!

3. The aquarium could beusedto keepanimals in for
a longer time. However,a balancedmini-ecosystemis
difficult to achieve,and it might be better to keepa
fewcarnivoressuch as dragonfly nymphs on their
own (they are easyto rear and fascinating to watch).
Make sure that thereis a stick put info the box when
the nymphs look nearly ready to emerge.

Using it

Adapting

Besidea freshwater pond or river, or when
investigating a seashorerock pool,fiIl the aquarium
with the clearestwatei you can get. The sidesof the
bag will bulge out through the windows, removing

An alternative to the box and bagaquarium is to use
a large clear plastic bottle, or better still, a large
sweetjar.

5. Fit the large bag so that it fills the box, leaving the
open end to fold over the top of the box. Tapethe bag
into position.

Water

-_-..-

any creasesand giving a g00aview. Plants or stones
can beaddedas appropriate. Animals can now be
introduced.

it
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4.7 Netting your catch
Concept
Life began in seawater, where dissolved salts roughly balance the composition of the internal
fluids of living organisms. About 2.5% ofall theworld’s water is freshwater which lacks this
high salt concentration.

Context
In fresh water, animals and plants find conditions more difficult than in the sea, since
they need to maintain internal concentrations in excess of their surrounding medium
(an osmoregulatory problem which only a few groups of animals have successfully solved).
To observe the relative diversity ofminibeasfsfiom freshwater and marine habitats, simple
sampling equipment including nets can be constructed.

Equipment
Small hand net: a plastic kitchen sieve- or an aquarium net
Long handled net: broom handle or cane-jubilee clips (or plastic cableclips or strong string)
Home made river net: wire coathanger- old net curtain - threadand needle
(Also use the containers, viewers and sorting equipment describedin 4.10)

Making

it

1. lf sampling in a shallow pond or a rock pool a
strong plastic sieveor an aquarium net may be
adequate.Sievesoften have two projections (to
support them over a bowl) but theseare easily
removedw’th a knife or sharp scissors
2. To increasethe length, attach the net or sieve to a
broomhandle or stiff cane.Mark the handle every 5
or 10 cm w’th a waterproof pen so that it can also be
usedas a depth measurer.The net can befixed
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permanently with cableclips, firmly with jubilee
clips (or, most cheaply,bound on tightly with string).
3. A Jai bottomednet bagmoresuitablefar zwrk in
a strmn or river canbema&from old net curtain
material.Measurethecircumferenceofa tire cmthanger,adding on a few centimetres.Cut this width of
material.Sewthetwo sidestogetherthensewup one
endand sewonto thehanger.Snapoff (or straighten)
thehook.7% bagcan beattachedto a handleasshuwn.

Wafer

Using it
Beforesampling
at any water sitefirst read the
safefy information
(4.0) and take the necessary
precautions.

Nets can be usedto introduce participants to life in
water, to illustrate the diversify of animals living in
different habitats and to carry out a variety of
investigations. What you can do will dependon the
aquatic habitats that you have available.
2. Empty the contentsof your catch into a waterfilled
white dish eachtime and sort. Transferyour catch
temporarily to theaquarium (4.6) and ensureit is
carefully returned to the water beforeleaving thesite.
2. In slow or standing wafer, approachslowly and

quietly. Sweepyour net through the openwater and
past submerged plants fairly swiftly and quickly lift

out and empty the net. Washthe net bag camfully
checking that nothing is left on the sides.
3. In shallow running water it may bepossibleto
stand in the wafer. Checkthe depth carefully first
with the net handle (a long handled net is needed
here). Ty sweeping different areas,but also ty
collecting by disturbing the bottom with your foot.
Hold theflat bottom of the net on the stream bed,
standing down streamso that the waterflows
through. Another student kicks the bottom with their
heel, turning the stonesand disturbing the
minibeasts which are washedinto the waiting net.

4. Seashorerock pools can besampledas in ponds,
Often the water is still and clear and it is possibleto
‘hunt’ individual animals as they swim out from
seaweeds,so that random sweeping may not beas
necessary.Many of the sedentary animals clinging to
rockscan easily becollectedby hand.
Now that animals can befound and studied, various
ideascan be tested.For example:
1. Do different animals live in freshwaterand salty
water? Which has thegreatestdiversity? Aresome

Water

animals morecommonthan others?Doesthis vary at
different timesof theyear? Do they spendall their time
in the water or do you only catchonestageof the life
cycle?
2. In a pond or lake fy sampling different
mini-habitats. For example,are theredifferences
betweenthe animals on the surface,in the openwafer
and in amongst the plants?
3. Are the animals in rivers and streamsdifferent
from thosein still freshwater? Is it possibleto see
how they are adaptedto life in running water?
4. Are thereany differencesbetweenthe animals
living in large and smaller rockpools? Do the
inhabitants differ on different parts of the shore?
Note:it is not essentialto put namesto all the animals
found; it is important, however,to beable to seeand
d&be differences.Further identification will depend
on theageof thegroup, what the investigation is all
aboutand theavailability of resourcematerial.
Sincetherewill be relatively few types of animals’in
any one habitat, it is quite simple to collect together
pictures of the most likely creaturesand fo ‘laminate’
them with sticky clear plastic, so that sheetscan be
taken out.

Adapting

it

Wherethe water is deepor when working by a large
pond or lake,a drag net is useful. Takethe river net
without the handle and tie strong string as shown so
that the net bag is openas it is dragged.To weigh it
low down in the water, suspenda bag of stonesfrom
the coathangerhook.
Throw the drag net out and allow it to sink. Then
pull it backto the bank or shore.By allowing it to
sink deeperOYby pulling at different speeds,it is
possibleto sampleat different depths.
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4.8 Mud, glorious mud
Concept
Within aquatic ecosystems there are different habitats affected by different environmental

factors.Alternative sampling methods will be required for some of those habitats.

Context
Scoops and sieves are useful if collecting animals from aquatic habitats with silty or
muddy substrates. Passive collecting devices can also be left in place to allow animals to
catch themselves. Underwater viewers allow observations of ponds and rock pools with
the minimum of disturbance.

Equipment
Mud scoop: thick plastic bottle OY container with handle and top - scissorsOY sharp knife -felt pen

rough old bricks OY building blocks- string (bestif waterproof)
or net bug (eg.from vegetables)- collection of small pebbles

Artificial

substrate:

Underwater

viewer:

old food tin

OY

thick plastic bottle - thick clear plastic, cling film

OY plastic

bag -

strong rubber band.

Making

it

1. To make a mud scoop

Mark out theareato becut awayfrvm theplastic bottle,
as shown.This includesall of the base.Carefullycut
along the line. Lenvethe fopscrewed on tightly. A
secondline can bemadeon thescoopto marka standard
sample.

Using it
Before sampling at any water site, first read the
safety information in 4.0 and take the necessary
precau tiqns.
7. The mud scoop can beusedin conjunction with the
nets(4.7) to investigutethe diversity of life in thestony
OY muddy bottomof a streamOY pond.It clln lift out the
samequantity of material to sort through eachtime.

Adapting

it

A ready madescoopis provided by a plastic kitchen
sievewith the projections removed.This can also
be usedto sort through the sample,looking for life.
With a sampleof mud in the sieve, ‘pan for gold’ by
agitating it backwardsand forwards in the water
so thnt thefine particles fall through, leaving dead
leavesand the animals.
With the scoopsuggestedabove,punch small holes
in the lid beforesecuring it, so when filled with a
sample,it can bepropped up to allow the water to
drain through, beforelooking at the catch.

Water
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2. &Wing

a passive sampler

An artificial substratecan beprovided by tying string
to a Wne OY block.An alternative is to fill a net bag
with~cleanpebbles,sew up the top with string and
attach to a length of string.

3. Making

an underwater

viewer

Carefully take the top and bottom off the tin OY bottle.
Ensure that there are no sharp edges. Fix the clear
plastic lid tightly with the band.
Make a more robust water viewer by sealing a disc
of perspexto the end of a plastic drain pipe. The view
can also beimproved by fixing a disc of card to the
other end, with a small hole in the middle, like a
pin-hole camera,through which to look.

Water

Carefully lower the passizje sampler into the water
(this is especiallyuseful where the water is deepand
difficult to samplewith a net). Secureto the bankand
leavefor nt least two weeksso that animals can enter
and colonise.Then removethe sampler and brush the
animals from the crevices on the bricks OY blocks(OY
the stones tippedfrom the bag) to ~ezmzl the catch.

Using the underwater

viaoer, you can discover

much about life under water zoithout catching any
animals. Use the underwater viewer pushedjust
below the surfaceof the pond, stream OY rockpool to
cut ouf distracting refrecttins and peerdown into the
water rather like being in a boat with a glass bottom!
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4.9 Pollution

detectives

1 Concept
The enrichment of rivers and streams by nutrien is or organic pollution leads to changes in the
minibeust community. The diversity of these invertebrates can be used to monitor pollution.

Context
The presence or absence (or better, the relative abundance) of minibeusts in rivers can be
recorded. The diversity and composition of the community sampled, used in conjunction
with a biotic index, allows the monitoring of pollution levels in water and a comparison
between the different sites, and seasons.
I

1

Equipment
Appropriate

nets or samplers (see 4.7 6 4.8)

You will also need: a white sorting dish 61large margarine OYice cream tub is ideal)
Items for handling

the catch: plastic spoon - small brush - pipette madefrom wide plastic tube

To makesorting and observation of different creatureseasier,ty to find moulded plastic containerswith a
number of sections (somefood packaging may besuitable, OYplastic egg cartons OYice cubetrays from fridges).
Animals can now be takenfrom the main white tray and separated.

Using it
Before sampling at any water site, first read the
safety information in 4.0 and take the necessary
precautions.

Identify severalrunning wultersites to compure.
It is important to havesomeidea of thefreshwater
minibeasts(invertebrates)likely to bepresentin good,
clear water in your area.Thereare somestandard
‘scoring systems’available,but it is possible,and
perhapsbetter to construct your own. As a
generalisationa list can bemadewith the animals
most susceptibleto organic pollution at the top and
thosemost tolerant to pollution at the bottomie.
Insect nymphs eg. stonef?y, mayfly, dnmselfly
Adult insects eg. beetlesand bugs

Someinsect larvae eg. caddisfly larvae
Crustacea eg.amphipods
Molluscs & Crustacea eg. isopds
‘Worms’ including leeches,and worm-like larvae
eg. bloodworms.
1, It is important to usethesametechniquein eacharen
(eg.a kick samplefora minute in each,OYthesamesired
bagof stonesleft in eachsite;see4.7 OY 4.8).Remember
to compare‘like with like’so that stony streamscanbe
fairly compared(but not n stony sectionwith a slow
muddy sectionsincetheanimals will diJferanyuxly).
2. Recordthe presenceOYabsenceof eachanimal OY
ty-peofanimal. It is not necessaryto identify every
speciesaccurately but useful to know for examplethe
number of types of mnyfly.
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3. Thegrenter the diversity, the betterthew&r
quality. Also the higher thescore(the moreof the types
towardsthe top of the list) the better.Youmight record
onestreamasa ‘5’ and anotherasa ‘3’. Or you could
takeinto accountall thegroupsfound on thehighest
scale.Soa streamwith two ‘5’ animals would score10
while a streamwith a greaterdiversity of cleanwater
animals (eg.four in categoy ‘5’) would score20.

Adapting

it

To makethe assessmentmore realistic, takeinto
account the relative abundanceof eachanimal OY
group scoring eachinto a broadcategoy such as:
1=
2=
3=
4=
5=

oneanimal only
between2 and 10 animals
between11 and 50 animals
between51 and 100 animals
over 100 animals found in the sample.

Sotwo strenmse&r scoring ‘&ego y 5’ animalscould
be‘S/l’and ‘515’.Clen~lytheonewith thegreatesttotal
numberof ins& nymphsis likely to beclenner.
Suchstudies lead on to asking about the sources of
pollution. Wherethereis intensive agriculture OY
sewagepollution, the levelsof nitrate w-11behigh.
You can measurethis zuith chemically impregnated
dipping sticks. As theseare relatively expensive,t y
cutting them vertically down the middle to double
thesticks (it will still bepossibleto readthe colour
changesagainst the graduatedscale).
Water

__. -

5

Damselfly nymph

4

Diving beetle

Stonefly nymph

MaYflY nymph

Caddisfly larva

Water boatman

Amphipod Crustacean

Mollusc (pond snail)

1
Water

Leech

Bloodworms
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4.10 Water filters
Concept
Fhuing water has the ability to &an itself through natural biological processesand the
physical filtration of the bed. Filtration is also used us one part of the treutment of water
polluted by sewage.

Context
The effect offilters on cleaning up dirty water can be demonstrated in a simulation in
which u filter bed is constructed and a sample of murky water monitored. The turbidity or
cloudiness of the water can also be measured. Light is absorbed with increasing depth in
water and will disappear even more quickly if there is a suspended loud of sediment.

Equipment
For each filter bed: washing up detergentbottle (or flower pot) - scissorsand markerpen - collection of small
washedstones- washedgravel - sand two containers (eg.small lemonadebottles) - muddy water
Turbidity:

lemonadebottle - scissorsand ruler - clear plastic bagand a rubber band - card and blackpencils

and pens

Making

it

.I. Mnrk the detergent bottle about threequarters of
the way down and cut it in two.
2. Removethe cap and reversethe top which should
now fit neatly into the smaller bottom section.
Alfcrnntively af7ower pot w’ith a small central hole
..
.
will act in the sameway.
3. To preparefor measuring the turbidity or
cloudinesscut the top ofi a large plastic drinks bottle
so that at least 25cm of water could beadded.
4. Cut a small pieceof card which can fit in the
bottom of the bottle. Mark numbers, 1,2,3, and so
on, on the card, mnking eachthe samesize but
. gradually increasing the shading; start with a vcy
faint 1 and then useprogressively darker shading.

Using It
To simulate the effect of a filter bed, OY the
natural cleaning effect of II river bed:

1. Put the small stonesinto the bottom of the pot (OY
reversedtop of the bottle) so thnt the hole is covered
but not completelyblocked.
2. Add gravel on top of the stonesand then the sand.
Put a small stone right at the top.
3. Pour murky water onto the stoneso that it can
trickle down through fhe bottle OY pot. (If using a
flower pi, it will needto besupportedso that the
water can becollectedat the base).lf the detergent
bottle is used,the water will collect in the removable
bottom section.
4. What effecthas thefilter had on the water?
Will the stonesOY the gravel do this on their own?
To measure the cloudiness

OY

turbidity

of water:

1. Placethe card in the bottom of the bottle and fix
the large plastic bag in placewith a band.
2. Add water from thestudy site to afixed level
(25 OY 3&m) and leave to settlefor ten minutes.
3. Now look from aboveand seewhich numbersare
visible. The cloudier the water, thefewer numbers
can beseen.
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4.11 Rock pool chase
Concept
Overfishing has resulted in the depletion of many important fish stocks and caused a decline in
some whale species. The complex food web which interlinks all the members of an ecosystem
becomesdisrupted as a result.

Con text
Ecosystems have an inbuilt ability to compensate for minor natural changes like the

temporary decline of a species. Most aquatic animals have a large pofenfial for rapid
increases in population when conditions are favourable. However, humans can interfere in
the cycle by over-exploitafion, upsefting the balance and making recovery difficult.
This game illustrates some of the problems associated with overcollecting or overfishing,
using as an example a community living in a rock pool.
r

Equipment
Home bases for each animal type:

eg. gameshoops-a bucket to store the seaweedcards- card and coloured
pencils (or card and cut out pictures of the animals) - a large openspace.

Making

it

I. Preparecards to representseaweedand detritus;
(four are neededfor eachgrazing snail’).
2. Preparefour picture cardsfor eachanimal such as:
Grazing ‘snails’ 6 detritus feeders:
topshell - winkle - limpet - barnacle
Predators: starfish - dogwhelk
3. Put all the seaweedcards in the bucketand four
cardsfor eachanimal in eachhoop.

Using it
Thereare two phasesto the game;at high fide when
the rock pool is coveredwith water and at low tide
when humans can collectfrom the pool.
At high tide:

I. Give the participan(s a limited time to run and
gatherfour ‘food’cards fo suwive, and return them
(only oneat a time) to the homebase(hoop).

4. Someof the animals might survive but clearly
others will no longer beable to collect all four cards.
If the gameis played again ihe 4fect on the resf of the
food chain will beillustrated eg. theremay not be
enough cardsfor thefish to survive at high tide.

Adapting

it

Clearly this gamecan beadaptedfor other
ecosysfemsand not just other aquatic ones(although
the problemsof overcollectingare so acute in the sea
that the livelihood of local fishermen may be
threatened).
Similar approachescan be taken to illustrate the
build up of toxic materials like pesticideswithin the
food chain eg.food cards collectedcan be ‘tainted’
wifh residueswhich can build up to unacceptable
levels beforethe animal can completecollection of
sufficient food.

2. The ‘snails’collectseaweedcards;thepredators
collect‘snail’ cardsand therecan bea top predatorsuch
as a largefish which collectscardsof thesfa$sh and
doguhelk.All theanimalsshould beableto survive.
At low tide:
3. A human can wander around the pool and
‘collect’ the animals. You may decidethat the fop
predator is unable to operatein the tiny pool.
Restrict the human to collecting just one card from
eachhoopat a time.
Water
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Chapter 5 Wildlife
. . . investigating ecosystems
An infinite

diversity

Through evolution and selection, variations
on the theme of ‘producer plant’ and ‘consumer
animal’ have led to the astonishing variety of
living organisms that now populate Planet
Earth. No-one knows for sure the total numbers
of different life forms, but within the thin layer
suitable for life there could be over a million
species of plants and tens of millions of animal
species. To help comprehend this biodiversity
scientists have assigned or classified them into
groups according to distinctive, common characteristics. (Many children will, of course, already be familiar with the idea of mammals,
birds, fish or insects).

munities like grassland will undergo rapid
change; a succession of communities follows
until a stable ecosystem develops which is typical of the particular climate and soil.

Populations of these plant and animal
species live in distinctive groups or communities in places like grassland, forest, sea or
lakes that we call habitats. Each community
can live in balance with its environment,
together forming a distinctive ecosystem. Remarkably we can recognise similar ecosystems
throughout the world, since although the living components might differ along with soil
and climate, similar processes control how
they function. Ecosystems work because of the
complex interactions between plants,animals,
and their physical environment.

A finite diversity

Organisms within a particular ecosystem
show adaptations of structure and behaviour,
which fit them for environmental conditions.
Ecosystems are constantly undergoing
change. Sometimes, as in a tropical forest, these
changes are mainly seasonal or they are related
to carbon and nutrient cycles through life,
death, decay and new growth. While sensitive
to major disturbance, such systems are relatively stable and appear to alter little overa long
period of time. However, in many partsof the
world, natural vegetation is being changed or
destroyed, frequently as a result of human activities. If these pressures are relaxed, com-

Children are naturally curious about the
plants and animals in their immediate locality.
A simple study of ecology can therefore be an
ideal starting point for an environmental
study. Despite differences in the types of living
creatures encountered, because of similarities
in the way that the natural world operates,
these studies can be related to distant lands
with their own ecosystems.
Left alone in a stable ecosystem, all organisms co-exist. They are bound together in an
intricate web by the need to gain energy
through food and to reproduce their own kind.
This ensures that such ecosystems are sustainable; nothing is taken unless it is needed and
all organic material is recycled. Man is part of
this system and, in some parts of the world,
still lives in harmony with it.
In other places, human impact on the environment has caused extensive degradation.
With the recent rapid increasein humanpopulations there has been an urgent need to increase the areas needed for food production.
Populations are no longer related to the capacity of the land to support them, and crops are
frequently harvested for consumption elsewhere. This may lead to reduced soil fertility
and erosion and eventually to further deforestation and habitat destruction.
In some areas these demands have led to
more intensive agriculture. To increase productivity, new and better yielding varieties of
crops have been developed, with greater
mechanisation and the consequent need for
larger fields. This has also increased the de-
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mand for water by expanding irrigation systems and led to much greater use of fertilisers
and pesticides.
Forests cover one third of the world’s land
surface, protecting soil, providing useful products as well as being home to an enormous
variety of life. They are also an important part
of the oxygen/carbon dioxide balance. Early
agricultural ‘improvement’ caused the deforestation of vast areas of Europe and North
America. Today,increasingdemand by the West
for cheap hardwood, and the needs of an expanding population for agricultural land and firewood as fuel, are causing deforestation on a
rapid and unprecedented scale. Since most of
the fertility in forested regions is bound up in
the living components of the ecosystem, removal by felling and burning rapidly causes soil

infertility and erosion and makes regeneration
difficult.
The disappearance of species can be a natural process, but in modem times humans have
been responsible for an increasing number of
extinctions. As well ,asby habitat destruction,
animals are threat&d
by over collection and
by the introduction of competing species.Some
animals, like African rhinos and elephants, and
plants, Iike orchids and cacti, are threatened
simply because of trade. International treaties
on the trade and exploitation of endangered
species have been developed in an attempt to
control this, so far with limited success.

Basic concepts and issues

Activities

Biodiversity

5.1 Hide and seek 1
- a colour trail

Communities
Habitats
Ecosystems
Interaction
Adaptations
Intensive agriculture
Deforestation
Extinction

5.2 Look and return
5.3 Hide and seek 2
- comparing habitats
5.4 Pitfalls
5.5 Minibeast traps
5.6 Wildlife detectives
5.7 Habitat squares
5.8 Making sense of the world
5.9 Case of the robber bee
5.10 Flowers and dancing bees
5.11 Food webbing
5.12 Pictures with plants
5.13 All change
5.14 Useful plants

Wildlife
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5.1 Hide and seek 1 - a colour trail
Concept
Animal colour has an adaptive signij?cancefor survival.

Context
Following the colour trail, participants are introduced to the importance of careful
observation, and work as a team to imitate a flock of birds looking for food. Results might
suggest that there is a survival advantage in camouflage and concealment for minibeasts.

Equipment
Piecesof coloured wool: red, blue, yellow, brown and green ~alternatively useplastic coloureddrinking straws or
everyday objectsor items of rubbish of different colours and shapes)

Making

it

I. Checkout a simple route through shrubs or trees.
2. Attach the coloured wool to branches.
3. Hang the piecesof wool on either side of the path
but within easyreach.Match colours or shapesif you
can to makesomeof the markersmore difficult to spot
(eg.braon wool against brown bark).

Using it
Split thegroup into smallforaging flocksof ‘birds’
(they could adopt the identities of birds alreadyseenin
the area).
1. Each ‘flock’walks quietly and separatelyalong the
route, noting down thecolours (but not removing the
wool).
2. Now revealwhat washidden!How well did theydo?
e
e
e

Weresomecolours easierto spot than others?
Did somegroups do better than others?
Wasthis becauseof their approachor their feeding strategy?
3. Retrieveall the wool beforeyou finish.

Adapting

it

instead of wool, t y coloureddrinking straws.
Another variation which can incorporate different
shapesas well as colours is the ‘un-nature’ trail.
Hide familiar objectsfrom the classroomor piecesof
waste.
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5.2 Look and return
Concept
A study ofdiversity within a habitat requires car&l observation b$n-e theanimals are
returned unharmed.

Context
Hygienic pooters are cheap and easy to make, enabling students to pick up small
minibeasts without harm. Var’ious items of plastic waste can be used to hold animals for
observation.

Equipment
Pooter: polythene tubing (approx 7mm internaldiameter)- drinking straws - muslin or net curtain material
or old tights
Specimen tubes:semi-transparent 35mmfilm containers(Fuji %lm cans’from processinglabsor phofographers)-

&all margarineor plastic containerswith &ar lids

Making

it

To make a simple pooter
I. Cut the plastic tubing info approx Z&m lengths.
2. Cut the muslin info squaresapprox 3c-mby 3cm.
3. Assemblewith one or two straws, dependingon
the size of the tube.
4. To reducethe number of straws neededby a
group, cut them into halves or even quarters.
To make a simple magnifier
2. Make small circle in the centre of the plastic with
a thick wax crayon.
2. Very carefully put a drop of water into the circle.
The wax circle should restrict the water, the surface
tension keeping the drop as a convex domewhich will
act as a tiny magnifier.

Using it
Pooterscan be used,wifh care, by children of all ages
(although they do needto understand the difference
betweensucking and blowing!). Small minibeasts
can beremovedfrom nets or beating trays or directly
from vegetation, by sucking through the straws, with
the tube held over the animal. They can then be
transferred to a viewer or to another container for
observation. The advantageof this over the more
complex types is that children can only collect one
animal at a time, discouraging themfrom making a
large collection and encouraging them to cllrefor
their catch beforeit is returned. It is also possibleto
look at the minibeast at closerange through the sides
of the tube.

The simple magnifiers cnn only be usedif held fiat,
but with carecan be usedto study at closerquarters
small minibeastsheld in shallow dishesor containers.

Adapting

Viewerscan be bought relatively cheaply.Some,such
as bug boxes,‘nature viewers’ and similar designs
incorporate a container to hold the animals. Plastic
magnifing lensesare also available.

Wildlife
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The straws can easily be replacedafter use,which
makesusing the pootersmorehygienic.
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5.3 Hide and seek 2 comparing habitats
Concept
A study of minibeasts within a habitat illustrates the enormous variety of animal life.
The colours of minibeasts are related to their habitat in order to provide protection.
I

I

Context
Ideas from the colour trail (5.2) are tested by preparing equipment for searching different
habitats and recording animal colours. The participants discover that their original. ideas
might need some modzficafion. Protective colours may provide camouflage but bright
warning colours say ‘I sting’ or ‘I taste nasty’. Some minibeasts gain protection by
mimicry - looking like a species which isn’t edible! Some brightly coloured insects like
butterflies display colours to show off to a mate.

Equipment
Sweep net: plastic carrier bag - tape - metal coathanger
Robust sweep net: broom handle or stiff cane- two coathangersor length of wire - two jubilee clips - old pillow
caseor similar
Beating tray: umbrella or white sheet- small mirror
Recording sheet:a grid of small squares(can be blank or with columns headedwith the namesof animal groups)
- crayons or coloured pens

Making

it

The equipment neededwill dependon the habitats
that are available. Here we suggest looking at some
of the habitats within a small woodland or forest
ecosystem(though you could do much the samewith
a few treesand shrubs and somelong grass).
I. To makethe simple net, open a coathangerinto a
square, loop over a carrier bagand securewith tape.
2. For a longer lasting net makea frame of stiff wire
and secureit to the handle with the clips. Cut the
pillow casein half and sew or staple it to the wire.
2. Collect together the other equipment - the beating
tray, small mirror, pooters and small containers (see
5.3).
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Using it
What colours are really employedby minibeasts
(invertebrates) hiding in different habitats? Ask the
participants what they expect to find. Try activity 5.1
as an introduction.
1. The net is used to sweepminibeasts offgrass and
short vegetation to allow closer inspection. Keepthe
net bag moving to retain the catch. Do not usewhen
it is very wet or the animals will stick to fhe net,
especiallywith the simpler version.
2. Lookfor minibeasts hiding under leavesby using
the small mirror.
3. Look moreclosely at thosehiding on the branches
and leavesof trees,using the beating tray. Tap the
branchesa few times and bepreparedto collect before
the animals scamperor fry away. With all of these
methodsit is an important part of the activity to put
everything backunharmed and to discuss with the
participants why you should do this. This is
especiallyimportant with the beating tray, as many
of the creaturestiill beunable to fly.
4. Usea recording form for eacharea or habitat
studied. Thereis no needto correctly nameall of the

Wildlife

animals, although the particpants could put them
into broadgroups or usetheir own descriptions.
5. Simply recordeachanimal by one,or at the most
two, colours. This will produceblockgraphs showing
the prevalent colours in eachhabitat. Are the results
as expected?
What about the bright yellow and black insectsor the
red beetles?

Adapting

it

You could, of course,usethis equipment fo
investigate a range of other questionsnot merely
related to colour. You could comparethe samehabitat
at different times of the year or the animals living in
different speciesof tree.Ty collecting animals for
population studies eg.counting numbersof one kind
found in onearer:and comparing with a similar
number of sweepsin another area.Assign animals
that you discover into broadfeeding categoriesto use
as an introduction to food webs.(Seealso 5.11),
Umbrellas with panelscan be usedto quantify the
catch. Count the numbers on onepanel, rather like a
quadrat (see5.7). It is more realistic to do this than
to attempt to count the whole catch.
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5.4 Pitfalls
Concept
Ground-living minibeasts can befound in many dif’fwent habitats.

Context
Within an ecosystem plants and animals are found in different habitats. Pitfall traps enable
minibeasts which scamper along theground to be caught and studied. Investigation usually
shows more of these animals to be active at night than during the day.

Equipment
Basic pitfall

trap: usedplastic coffeecups - trowel - small stones- small piecesof flat wood

Drift net:strips of plastic approx 15cm high and a few metreslong - tape- small canesor twigs

Making

it

The most simple pitfall is a hole with a container in
the ground for an animal to fall into.
7. Dig a hole in grassland or under treeslarge
enough to takea jar or plastic cup. Backfill around
the cup, so that the soil is flush with the lip.
.2. lf using coffeecups, pop a secondcup inside to
form’s clean catching container which can easily be
removed(leaving the ‘trap’ intact).
3. Placesmall stonesaround the edgeto support a
‘roof’ which will keepout the rain.
The drift net increasesthe numbers of animals
caught using relatively few pitfall traps.
I. Dig onepitfall in the centre of the areaand four
more holeson two diagonals through the centre.
2. Erect two ‘walls’ofplastic along the two
diagonals linking all five holes (keeping the walls
vertical using sticks and tape). You can prevenf
minibeastsfrom going through the walls by buying
the bottom of the plastic into the soil.

Using it
Pitfall traps are so simple to makethat you can put
out a number to increasethe catch, eachparticipant
being responsiblefor one. Animals that tumble in
will include beetles,centipedes,spidersand their
relatives. Checkthe traps regularly since small
mammalslike shrewscan also becaught.
I. Comparethe catch during night and day. Do the
animals vary with the seasons?The inner container
can beleft with the ‘roof’ heldfirmly down with a
stone,and openedup again later.
2. Comparedifferent ecosystems.Are theground
minibeastsin grassland and under treesthe same?
The drift net funnels animals that cannotfty or
easily climb. Coming to the wall of plastic they turn
and soon reachthe waiting pitfall trap.

Adapting

it

Various modifications will makethe pitfall trap more
robust and easierto use.Ty using an old food tin
(similar in size to the plastic cup) with the t&
completelyremovedto provide the sidesof the trap
and then drop the clean coffeecup into this.
With small clothespegsand plasticine or blu-tat,
you could fix the lid so that it is moresecure.
Ty using a bulb planter to makethe holes(this is
approximately the samesize as the small food tins
and quicker than using a trowel).
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5.5 Minibeast traps
Coficep t
Invertebrates can be discovered in many different habitats, and are active at di$krent times, so
helping to avoid competition.

Con text
Vegetable traps are an easy way to sample the mainly herbivorous minibeasts living in leaf
litter and soil. They can be used in conjunction with pitfall traps (5.4) which will catch the
more active predators. Use the sugar mixture to attract night flying insects.

Equipment
Potato trap: large potatoesor similar vegetables- cork borer or other instrument for making holes- cocktail
sticks or spent matches- sharp vegetableknife
Sugar trap: pan and accessto cookeror heating element- black treacle- water - sugar -small amount of rum
or beer- broad.paint brush

Making

it

To make vegetable traps:
I. Boreholesihrough the potato along eachaxis, so
that they meetin the middle; then cut the potato in half
and hollow out someof the potato to makemorespace.

2. Fix the potato backtogether with cocktail sticks or
similar. This allows the trap to beopenedfor
inspection and reassembledas required.
To make the moth sugar:

1. Mix ingredients in thepan. More or lessmixture
may berequired,but work to thefollowing proportions
- 225gm black treacle;45Ogmsugar; 125ml water.
2. Stir carefully until the mixture boils and then
allow it to cool and thicken. You mayfind it more
effectiveto add a little alcohol Ceg.rum) or to replace
someof the water with beer.

Using it
Buy thepotato traps in lmf litter or just belowthe
surfaceof theground, marking eachwith a stick so
that they can berelocated.Animals that will enter toil1
include millipedes,woodliceand other plant or
detritus feeding invertebrateswhich areattracted by
the dark moist crevices.
2. How long do they needto be left beforeanimals
are attracted?

Return later with a torch to seeif any moths and
other night frying insects have beenattracted. It is
possibleto get very closeand watch moths drinking
through their coiled proboscis(a straw-like tongue).
Predatorslike spidersand @vestmen may be
attracted by the insects.Although the mixture is very
sticky, insectsdo not usually get stuck.
3. How many different types of moths are attracfed?
Do the numbers and types vary with the time, season
or weather conditions?
4. Does the catch vary on different treesor in
different habitats? (for examplean opensite with few
treescomparedto a woodedarea).

Adapting

it

Youcould try othervegetables
suchascarrots.Remove
theplfirst toseeifthis makesthetrap moreattractive.
The moth sugar is a cheapalternative to a light trap.
However more types of insectsare attracted to a light
source,especiallyultra-violet. Make a simple light
trap with a large white sheetand a bright light, eg. a
paraffin or bottled gas light or an electric inspection
light. Here, however,the moths are likely to remain
very active and will needto becaught or they may
damagethemselves.

2. Using with piffall traps, comparethe ground
fauna in different ecosystems.
lust beforeit is dark, paint the moth sugar onto tree
trunks orfence posts shelteredfrom the wind.

Wildlife
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5.6 Wildlife detectives
Concept
I Mammals
are imporfant components of any ecosystem,although sometimes we only find signs
of their presence.

Many mammals are secretive and offen nocturnal. We often find signs that they are
present without seeing them. Hair tubes record small mammals like mice; footprint traps
also record larger animals.

Equipment
Hair tubes:pIastic tubes (from about 3cm wide and IO-15 cm long) - double sidedsticky tape- bait (grain or
fruit) - tent pegsor sticks
Footprint

traps: shallow tray (eg. baking tray) - wet soil or mud

Plaster casts:plaster of Paris - mixing pot and stick - water - ring of sliffcardboard held with paperclips
(or a ring of plastic cut from a drinks bottle) - petroleumjelly (vaseline).

Making

it

To make the hair tube

7. Securea strip of double-sidedsticky tapealong
the ‘roof’of the tube then put tapeacrqssoneend
as shown to restrict the size of the entrance.
2. Put a smal! amount of bait inside.
To make the footprint

trap

I. Fill the tray with mud and smooth it down.
2. To keepthe print, f y making a plaster cast.
a) Surround the print with fhe card or plastic to
makea mould (smearit with vaselinefirst to makeif
easier to lift later).
b) Pour info the pot a liffle lesswater than would be
required to fill the mould, then carefuHyadd the
plaster, stirring to a creamypaste.
c) Pour into the mould and smooththe fop. Leavefor
at least70 mins to harden beforelifting carefully and
removethe mould. Washthe castwith cold wafer,
taking off any mud and cleaning with a paint brush.
Whenit is d y and has thoroughly hardenedtheprint
can bepainted.

collectionofguard hairs (the thick outerhairson the
backwhich areensilylost). Oneway is to takethesefrvm
any live-trappedanimalsor from anyfound dead
(obviouslythis shouldnot bedoneby thechildren).
I. Comparedifferent habitats eg. mammalsin dense
grasslandand thoseactive under logs or in trees
(tape the tubes to branches).
2. Can the tubesbeusedto find out how common
the mammalsare? Do the numbersvuy at different
times of the year? Whenare animals mostactive?
Ty traps at night or during the daytime only.

Adapting

it

Although thecoloursof thehairs can berecordedif
theyare distinctive, it is difficult to seeany other’detail
of guard hairs under the microscope,as they atievery
dense.If might bebefferto lookat a clearcast$ fhe
hair. Preparethis by smearingclear nail varnish onto a
microscopeslide or another thin pieceof glass.Put the
hair into thk and removecarefully after thevarnish
hasset.Now view any patterns on the cast.

Using it
The hair tubesneedto beput on thegrwundin cover,
near to theholesor runs of small mammals.Prevent
largeranimalsfrom moving them by crossingover the
pegsto pin the tubesto theground. As well as thehairs,
lookfor bait takenand for droppings.Keepa collectionof
hairs ‘on tape’asa reference.Tofind out theanimal
responsibleyou till needto build up a reference

re&icting access
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5.7 Habitat squares

1

Concept
Plants

fin-mdistinctive

communities within diffknt

habitats.

Context
Simple quadrats (devices fm recording suitable samples of vegetation) can easily be made.
Here the emphasis is on a fair comparison and ideas for recording the information are
included without too much concern for correct botanical identification. Such studies are
the basis for understanding the ecosystem in which the animals also live and stress the
diversity of plant life and the connections between plants and their environment.

Equipment
Simple quadrat: pieces of string, or games houps Frequency quadrats:
string Tree quadrats: small acetatesheets- permanent pens - ruler

Making

stiff wire or metal coathangers -

it

1. A gameshoopprovides a ready madequadrat with
a consfanf areawhich can becalculated (a quadrat
doesn’t needto bea square!). To allow for valid
comparisons,if is important that the area usedeach
fime is the same.Alternatively, ask a participant to
lie down with arms and legsstretched ouf and run a
pieceof string around the outside, tying the two
ends. This gives a ‘standard area’.
2. Toprovide moreinformation, preparefrequency
quadratsasfollows: makea squareof wire (a coat
hanger can beusedfor small areas- simply pull it into
a squareleaving a readymadehandle!). Divide the
areaby tying string across,so that thereare 4 sections
(two piecesof string) or 16 sections(six strings).

Using it
A quadraf is usedto lookat the relative abundance
of plants within a habitat. Sometimeslooking-atone
quadrat will provide this information, but usually a
quadrat is placeda number of timPsrandomly within
an areaand the results areaddedtogetheror averaged.
Larger, single plants might be counted, but often so
many grow closetogether or are so small that this is
difficult. Instead ty to estimatehow much area
(as a 5%)is taken up by eachone, or even simpler,
just recordwhether a plant is there or not. When
many quadrats are lookedat, this gives you the
frequency of occurrence.To obtain more information,
record the presenceor absencein eachsub-sectionof
the quadraf. With the quadrats describedherea
number of investigations are possible:

time of the year? Are they the same all over the area
(perhapsfhereare differencesnear sometrees?).

2. What is the 4fect of trampling? Are someplants
morecommonon paths or worn areas?
3. Whatare the differencesin the growth of lichens,
mossesand other epiphyteson different aspectsof
freesand walls? (usea small fransparenf quadraf
madefrom a squareof acetatesheet).

Adapting

it

To makeit easierto record the different plants (and
morefun!) preparesomegroups of small sticks, each
group with a different colouredmark. Wherethe
plants are quite small, as on a playing field or lawn,
cocktail sticks or spent matchesare useful for this.
With thesticksyou haveprpred, yellow could be
usedfor yellow flowers, redfor redflowers and so on,
or colourscouldjust representdifferent shapedleaves
recognisedby theparticipants. Ask fhem to push in the
relevantstick next to fheplant and at the end collect
them togetherto give an immediatevey visual
impression.

1. Which plants occur most commonly in an area
like a schoollawn or field? Do they vuy with the

Wildlife
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5.8 Making sense of the world
Concept
Animals have different sensory abilities which match the requirements of their way of life.

Context
Participants are encouraged to useall of their senses to relate to and appreciate the natural
world. In some activities they can play the roles of specific animals whose acute senses are
well-adapted to the requirements of their roles in the ecosystem.

Equipment
Basic blindfold

trails:

blindfold eg. a scarf - long pieceof rope

Smell trail:

smelly harmless ‘chemical’eg.peppermint essence- lengths of wool or string

Bat games:

blindfolds

Using it
Sensoy trails can be used to introduce a new
environment so that participanfs ‘look’ at it from a
new perspective.They can also be usedto illustrate
the adaptive importance of sensesto someanimals
which are poorly developedin humans. They are also
great fun!
Blindfold trails cm beset out in any terrain and
could include the built environment.

1. Securethe rope along a frail at vaying heights
(but well within reachfor the students) so that it
leadspast a variety of obstaclesand different textures
or smells.
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2. Carefully explain to the participants what to
expectand how they should help eachother (walking
through a strange place without sight can be
daunting for someyoung children).
3. Pair the participants - one is blindfolded while the
other is to guide. Set them off separatelyso they are
not rushed, nor bumping info other people.
4. The blindfolded person lightly holds the ropeand
usesthis as a guide to the route. The guide holds the
other hand or walks closeby. Encouragethe guide to
makesuggestionseg. ‘feel the bark here’; ‘smell the
plants besideyou now’ etc.

Wildlife
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The smell trail can also work in any environment,
but needsopportunities for variations in the route.
The wool is hung at regular intervals along a track,
but every so often the route branchesand the wool
trail go in two OYmore directions. Work out the
‘correct’ route and soakthe wool along this route
only with the chosenessence.
1. Suggestthat participants imagine that they are an
animal that relies almost entirely on smell to find
their way around. They may beable to think of some
specieswhich do this). Such animals keepto very
regular pathways. The animal now needsto find its
way home.
2. Participants follow the trail carefully smelling the
wool. They makedecisionsat eachjunction about the
route they needto follow.

Adapting

it

Rather than a blindfold trail, participants canform
small groups and guide oneperson to a tree. After
getting to know the tree by touch and smell, the
participant is taken away and with the blindfold
removedis askedto recognisetheir tree.
Make the smell trail morefun by putting something
at the end of each‘arm’ of the trail Ceg.a picture of
the correct homefor the animal at the end, and the
homesof other creaturesdown eachof the ‘blind
alleys’).
Wildlife
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The traditional batgame illustrates predator-prey
interactions, the incredibly acute sensesof some
animals and the importance of having a strategy or
pLanto beeffectivein finding food.
1. Participants form a circle to keepone ‘bat’ and one
or more ‘moths’insicfe. Blindfold the ‘bat’and askall
thosein the circle to keepquiet.
2. The ‘bat’ can only find ‘moths’ by shouting ‘bat’
and waiting for a reply. Moths then shout ‘moth’,
simulating a sonar messageechoing to the predator.
3. Bats may realise that the beststrategy is to
producea stream of sound (like a real bat) which
producesmoresound from the prey and makes
location easier.

Vary the bat game by arranging the participants into
a wide, but winding, path leading to a caveor roost.
The ‘bat’ has to negotiate its way using the same
sonar ‘bat’ call, but this time the ‘wall’ respondsto
any tails directed towards it, allowing the bat to keep
clear of danger.
A blindfolded participant sits inside on a hard floor
(eg.tiles). Others stand at different distancesfrom the
‘bat’and drop a small metal object.Can the ‘bat‘
locatethe direction of the sound? Huw far away can
the sound beheard?
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5.9 The case of the robber bee
Concept
Insects and plants have evolved together with insects showing adaptations to dijjkrznt@wers.

Context
Close observation of different clumps ofpowers reveals that they attracf diflerent groups
or types of insects. The evolution of adaptations by both plants and insects has increased
diversity and enables apparently quite similar animals to co-exist in the same habitat.
One such adaptation is the length of the ‘tongue’of the bees. Participants can try out a
simulation to understand ,thesedifferences.

Equipment
Insect survq sheet: ‘spreadsheet’listing main insect types(eg.honey bee;bumblebee;fly; butterf7yetc) set
against a list of the plants
Bee feeding game: orange squash (or similar) to representnectar - drinking straws - plastic cups -scissors

Using it
First undertake a simple insect survey.
I. Follow a route through an area which contains
flowers of different sorts. Recordinformation on
any flower visited by insects: colour? scent?flouer
shape?(flat; bell shaped;deeptube etc).
2. Using the survey sheet,record which insectsvisit
eachflower. Is therea pattern? Do someinsects
prefer one type? lf participants can identify or
recognisedifferent bumblebeespecies,can they record
if they visit different flowers?

Powers,insectswill beactive at different times,again
avoiding competition. Somebumblebeesare active at
lower temperaturesand are oftenflying bq5oreand
after honey bees.
Someparticipants may notice that somedeepflowers
(eg. beans)have little holesin the base.Ask how a
short-tongued beecould get at the nectar (or the
squash)without tipping the cup! With the beans,
short-tongued bumblebeeshave ‘cheated’androbbed
thepower of nectar by biting at the base!

Honey beesand mostflies have relatively short
tonguesfor gathering nectar. Butterflies and moths
have longer tongueswhile tongue length in
bumblebeesvaries.
To demonstrate how this affects the flowers
that they can visit, ty this simulation:
1. Cut down somedrinking cups to a few ems(these
representthe shallow,flnt flowers). Leavesomeuncut
(to representdeeptubularflowers). Cut somestraws
so that they are about the length of the small cups.
2. Put the sameamount of squash(nectar) into the
bottom of the small and large cups.
3. Participants take long or short straws and assume
the roles of either short or long-tongued bees.How
successfulare they at taking nectar from the different
flowers? Can this explain someof the observations
from the insect surveys?

Adapting

it

Surveys can include simple measurementsof
temperature(see3.5). As well as feeding at different
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5.10 Flowers and dancing bees
I1 Concept

I Honey beesillustrate some of the interactions between insects, plants and the environment.

I

Context
This outdoor game is designed to illustrate animal behaviour and these interactions.
Similar games can be designed to illustrate life cycles or feeding relationships. This game
also requires participants to develop a system of communication involving all of them.

Equipment
Wide openspace- blindfolds - pots or other empty containers Catleast 12) - cards with pictures of flowers found
in the area (perhapswith obvious different colours) - as many f7owersas thereare teamsand one cardfor each
participant

Playing it
In an observation hive, beedancing can be observed
along with other complex behaviour. A successfil
worker beereturns to tell others of food. Zf thefood is
somedistance away UOOmor more) it performsa
waggle danceon the vertical frames or hony combs.
It goesaround in a figure of eight, waggling its
abdomenas it completesthe middle section. Distance
to thefood supply is related to the time to complete
one dancecircuit. Direction relative to the sun is
given by the position of the dance,and food passedto
other beesto fastegivesfurther information on the
nectar or pollen source.
I. Participants form teamsor ‘hives’ of equal
numbers of beesand eachworks ouf a systemof
communication without using speech.(Remember
that beesare confined in a dark hive and are unable
to seethe returning of foragers). Any system
developedCeg.viahand shakesor touching differenf
parts of the head) needsto communicatefour
directions (North, East, South b West)and three
distances(close,middle and long distance).
2. The 12 pots are placedin eachof the four
directions and at eachof the three distancesalong
thosedirections. Mix the cards up and hide them
randomly under the pots.

5. Bee‘2’ takesoff the blindfold, retrievesthe card
and hunts for a second,returning to passon the
information to a third beeand so on. The last bee
passesinformation to a first forager, so that all
participate in all aspectsof the game.

Adapting

it

While thereare already many aspectsto this game communication, co-operation,compassdirections,
foraging strategy, flower preferencesetc - it can be
madeeven more elaborate.You could introduce more
positions eg. NE, NW, SE, SW. Flowers could be
‘clumped’so that beescould learn to lookfor new
flowers in the samearea.Rather than being told the
main directions at the start, beescould begiven
simple compassesand told to find out.
Thegamecould simulate different timesof the day.
(Cardsshould now belabelledpollen or nectar).At
midday,for example,nectar would bescarce.Some
flower cardscould show that they wererich in nectar
or pollen or both. Beescould chooseto collecta
particular rarerfbnzer with both resourcesor
concentrateon commonerflowers with perhapsonly
pollen available.

3. All the beesin eachteam (exceptone - the initial
forager) put on the blindfolds in their hives. lf there
are not enough blindfolds, number the beesand pass
on the blindfold as required. Tell eachteam which
colour or flower type thy are searchingfor.
4. Thefirst foragersfrom eachhive run out and turn
over pots looking for their/Towers, replacing pots
carefully. As soon as a correctflower is found, the
forager returns to the hive and communicates
direction and distance to a second(blindfolded) bee.
Wildlife
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5.11 Food webbing
1
Concept

Plants and animals are linked through a series offood chains to form a web of interactions.

I

Con text
study of a particular ecosystem, or a small habitat within it, participants are familiar
with some of the plants and animals and can try to find out what they feed on. Taking on
the roles of each of these important components, each is linked into food chains and then
into a complex web. The final model can simulate the effects of changes on the ecosystem
and how these might affect the plants and animals living there.
After

Equipment
Long ball of string - short lengths of string Capprox5 metres)- cards with namesand pictures of animals and
plants within one ecosystemor habitat (attach to pins or string so that thy can beput onto the participants)

Playing it
Participantswill understandtheideaof interactions
betweenanimalsand plants muchbetterif theyfirst hue
theopportunity to study an ecosystem,
or more
realistically,a habitatwithin it. For example,afteran
individual treestudy, theywill know thenamesofme of
theplantsliving on and under thetreeand someof the
minibenstsand othercreaturesliving on or visiting the
tree.Theymay havesomeideaalreadyof their relative
abundancekg. very commonaphidson theleaves,but less
commonspidersand only afew birdsvisiting). Although
it is possibleto study what eachanimal is eatingand its
feedingstructure tog&further clues,this is complexand
not reallynccessay.
I. Selectcardsofanimalsor plants which havebeenseen
(id&y haveadifferentonefor eachstudent,although
someof thecommonplants and animalscouldbe
represented
twice).
2. Participanfswrite on eachcarda letter to represent
what theyarefeedingon - their role.This informationwill
needto bepwvided@erhapsasa simplelist ofall the
animalsandplants) sothat thepartic@nts canthenselect
what theyneed.Suggestthefollowing letters:
P = greenplant (gaining energyfrom thesun)
H = herbivoreCfecding
on theplants)
D = detritiwre (feedingon dendand dcqing
material).Tosimplij$ thesecouldbe
incotpomtedwith theherbivores.
C = carnivore(feedingon otheranimals)
TC = topcarnivore(feedingon otheranimals
including othercarnivores)
3. Form thegrvup into tams sothat techparticipanthas
an animal or plant cardwith a diferent letter Ask themto
think aboutwhich ordertheyshouldbearrangedin. Give
eacha shortlengthofstring and askthemto illustrate the
foodchain.Twomight bejoined to oneothersothat it isn’t
alzqs a straight chain (eg.a greenplant might link to

bothherbivoreand detritivoreand thesetwo might each
link toa carrdwre).
4. Nowattemptto linkeoeyone togetherwinga longer
pieceofstring or mp. This cankmme quitecomplex,so
work throughonetrophicleoetat a timeCeg.
start with all
theplantsand link themto theherbiwres).Theresultis a
complexweb ofstring with all thepnrticiqmnts
representingtheanimalsandplants,corm&d into the
systemby morethanonethrend.
5. Fin&h by lookingfor the‘missinglink’ - theultimate
sourceof energy:thesun needsto belinkedinto theweb.
Notethat it is not tooimportant to beexactlybiologiuzlly
correctin makingthelinks at this stage,andalthoughit
is important that theparticipantsshouldsuggestthem
whereverpossibleand wherethereis somelogri in the
link suggested.
Evenscientistsmay not knowany better
and it is nof intendedto beanexactmodelof the
ecosystem,
just a simulation.Theemphasisis on the
generalidtn of linking chainstoform a web,the
importanceof all living creaturesin theecosystem
and
thecomplexinter&ions that exist betweenmembers.

Adapting

it

Once thewebhasbeendesigned,someof the
relationshipscan beinvestigated.Ask theparticipants
to hold the string tight. Now suggestsomemajor
changesand seethe result. (Tell them thy shouldfall
down immediatelyif thy feela tug on the rope).
~3 what would happenif thereuxzsa giant wlcanic
q&ion, blotting out thesun?
m what will happm if herbicidekills all thesmall
plants?
uz what will happenifall thewoodyplantsarefelledor
thetop carnivoresarehunted to extinction?
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5.12 Pictures with plants
Concept
Plants show a great diversity ofform illustrated by dijfkrences between their leaves,flouxrs,
fruits and seeds.

Context
A collection of natural items from a habitat is used to show differences in diversity,
colour and composition between habitats. These items (obtained without damage to the
plants) can then be used creatively to produce pictures which record these characteristics.

Equipment
Habitat

cards:

Windfall

Making

small piecesof white card - PVA glue (‘Pritt’or similar glues will produce temporary results)

pictures:

blotting paper (or other absorbentpaper) - old newspaper- heavy weights (bookswill do)

it

Small piecesof plant (a leaffor example)will stick
to card quite easily. Participants can use this idea to:
1. Producea recordof the variety of colour within
a habitat, or the variety of shades.It is interesting to
seewhat range of greensis available!
2. Collect examplesof eachleaf shapeonto card and
use this as a checklist to comparearea. (Seealso 5.7).
It is not essential to put the correct name to each
plant; it is, however,important to seethat plants are
different and they could begiven numbers OY
‘made-up’ names.
This idea can be takenfurther by collecting items
to makepictures, perhapsof peopleor of animals.
Again the range of material collectedis indicative
of the diversity of the habitat.
The following guidelines might help you:
3. Only collect small amounts of windfall material
or from common wildflowers (eg. common weeds)
around the school.Make sure that you collect them
as d y as possible.
4. Takeany flower headsapart and place the pieces
on the absorbentpaper. Sandwich this with
newspaperand leavewith a heavy weight on them
for a few weeks.
5. To makethepicture, for exampleof a person, use
the PVAglue again. Leavescould be usedto makea
bodyshapeand stalks can be usedfor arms and legs.
Use tiny flowers or seedsfor facefeatures.Bright
petalscan beusedas clothesand a backgroundmade
from grassor fern fronds.

Wildlife
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5.13 All change
Concept
I Change
is an important characteristic of an ecosystem.Such changes can be short-term or lead

I

through a succession of communities to a more stable end point.

Context
Change, even regular and seasonal change, is difficult to illustrate without long term
recording. However, at the boundaries of ecosystems, the characteristics of one system
gradually merge into another. These changes can be described with simple recording and
measuring devices together with the plant recording equipment already described.

Equipment
Scavenger hunt:

bagsfor collection - trays - cardsfor pictures or list of items to find

To measure height and age: lengths of string - metre stick (or stick markedin cm) - tapemeasureor rope
markedevery metre - pencil - scissors- plasticeneor similar-stiff card (a squareapprox 2Scmx 25cm)
To measure or estimate light: photographic light meter or ‘Canopy meter’madefrom mirror, acetatesheet
and marker or from a plastic or card tube (toilet roll etc) plus threadand tape
Microcl;mate

recording equipment (see4.9)

in addition,!& the transect you will needa length of ropemarkedat regular intervals eg. lm and an appropriate
sized quadrat. (See5.7).

Making

it

I. Tomakea fixed angle(45 3 clinomeferfor treeheight
measurement,ensurethecard is square,thencut along
onediagonalleaving two right angledtriangles.Draw a
lineabout 3cm in from oneof the right-anglededgesand
parahelwith it. Makea small holeat thehypotenuseend
of this line. Attach a short length of string by a knot and
weight it at the otherend.
2. To makea ‘canopy meter’ with a small mirror or
mirror tile, mark out a grid of squaresCeg.5x.5)on a
pieceof ac2tatesheetand fix it to the mirror.
3. To makea ‘canopymeter’from a tube, divide one
end up into approximately equalsegmentswith
threadheld tightly in placeby tapearound the tube.It
is relatively easyto divide into 8, but 20 is perhaps
moreuseful.
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Using it
Choosethe edgeof a wood,forest or group of trees,
where the changesfrom an openshrubby or grassy
habitat to a woodland habitat happen over a fairly
short distance. The more openarea is a glimpse of
what the whole site might have lookedlike in the
past, or vice versa! Without Man, the area might
again all becomewooded.Differencesalong a
gradient of changecan be recorded. What you
actually do could vuy with the site and the
participants but you might include:
I. Get a ‘feel’for the differencesby undertaking a
scavengerhunt. Sendparticipants in two groups to
the two ends of the site. Ask them to makea simple
collection of material which describestheir sites.Do
the samein the centre. Rememberto pick only dead
or discardedmaterial on the ground or small piecesof
living material, eg. one leaf or oneflower. Now
display thefinds on a tray. Can the participants
distinguish the site of origin?
A transectline is a line along a gradient, against
which changescan be recorded.Lay the ropeon the
ground from the openat 180”into the woodedarea.
2. At regular intervals a number of things could be
measured:
record the cover or frequency of the non-woody
plants in an appropriate sized quadrat.
are someplants morecommon in the openor the
woodedarea?
are there moreplants in the openarea?
3. Measure tree height by holding up a pencil so that
it appears from your position to be the height of the
tree. Now ‘fell’ the pencil at a right angle, and aska
participant to measurethe distancefrom the tree to
the apparent tip of thefallen pencil (this is wherethe
tree would havefallen).

Wildlife

4. Alternatively, a participant looksat the top of the
tree by sighting along the hypotenuseof the
clinometer,and movesbackuntil the plumb line is
vertical (over the markedline). The height equals the
distance to the tree baseplus the participant’s height.
5. The girth of the treesat chestheight gives an
approximate iden of the ageof the tree.In Northern
Europe,for example,a rule of thumb is about IOcm
girth equalsfour yearsalthough when growing close
together the’growth rate of treeswill be less.Growth
ratesvuy betweentreespeciesand will befaster in
uxzrmerareas.Ty to discovera local rule of thumb
for this.
6. A variety of climatic changescan be recorded
along the line (eg. temperature,humidity,
interception of rainfall).
7. Light is a fundamental factor which should be
measured.Our eyesaccommodatethe changesas we
moveinto the trees;measuring will show that the
actual decline in light levels can bedramatic. Zfyou
do not have a light meter,simply lay a mirror with
transparent grid on the ground. How many squares
are ‘covered’by leavesand twigs above?(Use it like
an aerial quadrat). Alternatively look vertically
upunzrdsthrough the canopy meterand estimate the
cwer of leaves.

Adapting

it

You may not have a situation like the onesuggested
to investigate, but the principle of the transect can be
usedwhereveryou can identify gradual changes
along a gradient. For examplefrom high to low tide
on the seashore,at the edgeof a river or lake, or
simply wherea cut grassy playing arenmergesinto
an uncut area. Obviously thefactors affecting these
changeswill be different but the approachcan be
similar. Ty to relate the observeddifferencesin the
plants to somechanging feature of the environment.

5.14 Useful plants
Concept
Plants are essential to the environment and to humans. Loss of habitat may cause loss of us@1
(or potentially usqful) plants for@& medicine or shelter.

Context
The loss of plant diversity is caused by over-collecting, deforestation and habitat loss
leading to eventual extinction. This activity provides some examples of activities which
demonstrate the usefulness of plants.

Equipment
rushes- horsetail - twigs of different bushes- ink-capfungi - blanket weedalgae colouredflowers - onions - berries - heather- bracken
Plant material

to collect:

rush candles:

For

saucepanoffat - bottle - bulldog clip or plasticine

alum and creamof tartar - two saucepansand a sourceof heat - wool, calico or cotton mushn and string - vegetableknife or scissors

Equipment for dyeing:

NB: Please only take as much (or as little!)
area, and then not all from one place.

Making

as you need. Collect only from plants common in your

it

To make a rush candle:

I. Cut rusheswhen they are fresh and green, clip the
endsand carefully strip most of the skin, leaving a
thin strip all along to provide somesupport. Soakthe
rushesin warm meltedfat (care!), drain and cool.
Attach a clip (or lump of plasticine) to the middle
and support on an empty bottle. Now carefully light
the end. Are thereany other local plants that can be
usedin this way?
To make a cleaning tool:

2. Cut a horsetail for scouring pots, makea
sweeping broom by tying a bunch of twigs to a stick
(which twigs work best?)or cut and dy a teaselor a
similar prickly flower head to teaseout thefibres of
wool.
To make paper and ink:

3. Make somerecycledpaper (see6.1) but try
collecting blanket weed (greenfilamentous algae)as
the raw material. Make someink by leaving a few
ink-cap fungi in a bowl to breakdown.

5. Takesimilar weights of a lichen (do not take this
all from the same place) and somewhite wool or
sheep’swool pickedofffencesetc.Boil the lichen in
waterfor up to threehours and then cool.Add the
wool and bring backto the boil. Leaving the wool in
the ‘dye’for differentperiodsof time and
experimentingwith differentkinds of lichenswill
result in different shadesof brown.

Adapting

it

Dyes can bemadefrommany plants if mordantsare
used.One mordant can bemadefrom about5OOmlof
warm water mixed w’th aboutSg of alum and Ig of
creamof tartar. Add somewool, cotton or unbleached
white calico to the mordant in a pan, boil and simmer
for halfan hour.
Collect plants for the dye. Many species/partscould
be tried such asflower petals,onion skins, berries,
nettles,ferns. Cut the plant material up, tie it in a
muslin bag,suspendit by string in a secondpan and
bring to the boil and simmer.Cool, squeezeand rinse
until no morecolour is washedout.

.$
‘I
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To use plants as dyes:

4. To dye material like wool or linen a chemical
‘fixer’ called a mordant is usually required which
helps the dye to ‘stick’. Howeoer with someplants
such as lichens you will not needto do this.

Wildlife
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Chapter 6 Positive action
In carrying out some of the activities in this
book, teachers and participants will have found
out more about many of the major environmental issues and concerns, at the same time
increasing their knowledge of environmental
concepts. The next step is to encourage positive
action at both individual and community level.

can be carried out within the home, the school

Many actions can be taken to campaign for
positive change and to demonstrate a caring
attitude. This includes changes in personal be
haviour, in perceptions of the environment
and in the value of natural resources.

Considerable improvements can often be
made to the school grounds or in the local
community by designing and planting ‘wild’
areas which attract a variety of animals and
plants. Tree planting will encourage personal
care and responsibility for the environment
and will gradually help to replace lost forest.

The following activities follow on naturally from the earlier sections of the book.
Suggestions range from recycling and reducing energy use to habitat creation and carrying out an environmental audit.
Much of the material currently thrown
away by individuals, communities and even
industries can be recycled resulting in a saving
of energy and natural resources. The investigations include a survey on the nature of waste
materials, the building of a can-crusher and
the making of ‘home-made’ recycled paper.
Much of this practical action comes together
audit which

in carrying out an environmental

or localcommunity. A careful consideration of
the use (and abuse) made of water, energy,
transport and raw materials in these situations
can encourage participants to reduce their
negative impact on the environment through
‘thinking globally’ and ‘acting locally’.

Small specialised habitats can be created to
attract wildlife; a variety of nesting boxes can
be constructed to provide shelter for birds; substitute homes can be provided for invertebrates
which are as much in danger from habitat loss
as any other form of wildlife but, being small
and seemingly insignificant, are often forgotten;
wild flower gardens can be planted to attract
butterflies, bees and other insects.
Finally it is possible to look at ‘multiplying
the message’. There is an urgent need to pass
on the concepts and actions learned to others.

Basic concepts and issues

Activities

Recycling

6.1 Paper recycling

Environmental audits
Creating wildlife areas

Positive
action

6.2 Can crusher

6.3 Waste watcher

Tree planting

6.4 Environmental audits

Making substitute homes

6.5 Planning a wildlife area

Multiplying

6.6 Replacing the forests

the message

6.7 Mini wetlands
6.8 Nest box nurseries
6.9 Making mates with invertebrates
6.10 Flower power
6.11 Spread the word!

Positive action
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6.1 Paper recycling
Concept
Every person in Britain can produce their own weight in waste each year and all this waste
,material has to be disposed of somewhere. This usually means burying if in a hole in the
ground but waste is also often burned or just dumped in secluded parts of the environment.
Sitessuitable for waste disposal are no longer readily available and will eventually be used up.
We can help alleviate this problem by recycling more of the material we currently throw away.

Context

I

This activity aims to introduce the principle of waste recycling by collecting old paper and
recycling it into a form that can be used again. It reminds us that we can all support local
recycling schemes for glass, cans and plastic as well as paper.

I

Equipment
Old newspapers(OY other wastepaperfrom schoolsOY offices) - very fine wire COY plastic) mesh- absorbentcloths
- bucketsOYbowls - woodenspoon - colourings - plastic bags- weights

Making

it

Using it

1. Shred the paper into a bucket of water and leaveit
to soakover night.

I. Ty including leavesbetweenthe layers to make
patterns in the paper.

2. Using the woodenspoon,pulp the paper (draining
off excesswater). This is the point at which to mix in
the colouring if required.

2. Ty makingwlou~ed paperby adding liquid dyemade
from plant materialssuchas bark,fruits, petalsetc.

3. Put thepulp into the bowl (preferablyoblongshaped)
and addan equalvolume of u&r. Mix together.

3. Ty making scentedpaper by including a little
perfumeOY natural scents(lavender,mint etc).

4. Cut the mesh to the size of paper required, OY to
one piecethat will fit into the bowl.
5. Slide the mesh into the bowl and lift it out, covered
in a layer of pulp.
6. Placea pieceof paper on a clean surface.Then put
a sheetof absorbentcloth on the paper. Put the mesh
onto the cloth, with the pulp side down. This requires
a precision flip action!
7. Pressthe meshdown hard and peel it carefully off
the pulp. Put another absorbentcloth on top. Keep
repeating 6 and 7 until the pulp is usedup.
8. Finish your pulp and cloth layer ‘cake’with a
newspaper‘topping’and weight it down.
9. After a few hours dismantle the layer cakeand
spread the sheetsout to d y.
How is thepaper you havemadedifferentfmm the sort
you buy in the shops?
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6.2 Can crusher
Concept
Recycling aluminium can have several ben.$icial effectsforthe environment. Re-using ‘scrap’
aluminium produces a 90% saving in energy compared with that used in the original mining
and smelting process. Widespread recycling should reduce the needformining and can
certainly save energy. However, it often results in a storage problem, especially when dealing
with materials like aluminium cans, which require a lot of space.

Context
This is an exercise in waste reduction in two ways -first by recycling the cans themselves
and second by reducing the volume of the waste to minimise storage problems. You can
follow this up by organising a can collection scheme in your school or your neighbourhood.

Equipment
Woodscraps

- nails - plastic OY metal tubing (from textile storesoyfactories) - magnets

Making it
7. Make a squarewooden box large enough to
contain an upright drinks can.
2. Cut a squareof wood so that it just fits into the
wooden box.
3. Attach a ‘T’ shapedhandle to the squareof wood to
makea plunger.
4. Placea canin the boxand usetheplunger to cyushit.

Variations
7. Use the tubing to makea can crushing piston in
the sameway as above.

Using it
1. Comparethe efficiency of your machinewith
crushing the can using your foot.
2. How much spacedo you think has beensavedby
crushing the cans?
3. Ask the group to design their own crusher (either
‘for real’ or on paper).
4. It is important to separatethe aluminium cans
from thosemadeof steel since eachkind undergoes
separaterecycling processes.To do this, checkeach
can with the magnet which will ‘stick’ to steel but
not aluminium cans. (The magnetic strip takenfrom
an old refrigeyatoy door can be usedinstead of a
magnet).

Positive action
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6.3 Waste watcher
Concept

.

Litter from discarded prrcknging and other ‘throzo rnony’ items is becoming cln incraxing
problem in nwst parts of the zoorld.

Context
This activify will show fhnt we all produce II considerable amount of waste. This soon
becomes apporetztif oil the items which zoould normnlly be throzon 117u(1y
[ire collected and
monitored over II period of time. Some thought and ingenuity cRn utilise some of this
zoastefor useful purposes.

Equipment
Large buckets - plastic sacks - scales - glum

Using it
1. Yourcall irztrodrrcr the activity by taking a fir/l ruastc
bin aruf weighing the vario~rs ‘ingrdicnts it cordaim.
2. Ask your participa,arlts to collect all fhcir ~~wste
,rlatl,rials/t)lroro-a7cay iturzs for a week amf sort them
ir~to ‘like’ c&&orics i~rch as paper,card, mct~7l,
~~lastis,organic anif 0thrr.s.

3. IlfLvltify those corzstihrrrrk that mrld b wcycled or
rnwd. Separatefhesejdwr ido related groups arrd
decideUII how they colrld be ~rsed~cornpostirig,bottle
bmks etd.

Adapting

it

1. Uw thejllrrk to constnrct sculptures.
2. Ztlzwtigufe the packagiq of a sirrglc item bollght
from a local shop ~such as a box ofchocolatrs~.How
rr7my layers of packaging arc there? What ~II~WSCS
does’it scruc? Is it all nrcmsary? Ho7omuch of this
packaging iodd bc recycled?

”

3. Writ? to companiesz&o you thirzk are ~rsiq
exccssiucpackqin~, saying that yorr corder this to
be crwirontnartally tlrmceytablc and that you wil!
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6.4 Environmental

audits

Concept
There is much talk about the major environmental problems facing ‘the planet’, yet the planet
could be viewed simply as all the “local” places groupedtogether and called “the world”!
Global problems result from local problems. Were each locality, school or individual to find out
how they contribute to global problems and then set out to reduce their environmental impact,
many of theglobal problems would diminish.

Context
This activity aims to show participants how to carry out an environmental audit of their
school, centre or home, using knowledge learned about the environment. They will be able
to discuss their results with the aim of lessening their negative impact on the environment
through thinking globally but acting locally.

Equipment
Notepads- pens or pencils - rulers

Making

If thereis no wastage,or if conservationmeaSuresare

it

alreadyin place,then tick the ‘very good’column.

2. Eachmemberof thegroup should makea grid in
their notepad.Acrossthe top they should mark six
columns (very good,good, neutral, bad,vey badand
don’t know). Down the side they should write in the
nameof thesubjectbeing audited eg uxzterusein
toilets,food waste(seeactivity 63), heating, lighting,
paper,transport, etc (in accordancewith the subject
ana they have beenaskedto investigate).

If thereseemsto beno obviouspositive or negative
aspectthen tick the ‘neutral’ or ‘don’t know’ column.
By looking at the results, the group can discusshow
the schoolor community might lessenits negative
aspectsthrough morecareful useof resources.
The results should bewidely publicised with a
requestfor suggestionsand a pleafor careto be taken
when using resources.This may even lead to positive
environmental (and even economic)changes!

Using it
I. Eachmember(or sub-group) of thegroup should be
assigneda certain aspectof the centre‘sactivities to
explore:

Adapting

it

The group may decideto takeeachtopic at a time teg.
energy,water, paper,transport), systematically find
‘their baselinedata and then comeup with solutions
‘to any wastageproblemsdiscovered.

RW thoselooking at water use,for example,would
log the usesof water in the toilet, the laboratory,
the kitchen, the gardens etc and note if any is
wastefully used

The global connectionscould bemadeas either preor post- project work. For example,the link between
‘using electricity and the useof fossil fuels, acid rain
and global warming can be madeclear,and the link
betweendeforestation,non-indigenous tree
plantations and paper can also behighlighted.

us thoselooking at paper would find out if the stock
is recycled,if wastepaper itself is recycled,how
it is used, if much is wasted
US thoselooking at energy could seewhen electrical
appliances(eg lights, heaters)are in useand if
energy is wasted

The lessonslearnedand, in particular, the solutions
suggestedshould be taken and practised both at home
and in the local community.

uz how peopleget to and from the schoolis also
worth exploring: is it by public OYshared
transport, walking, cycling, or in individual
vehicles?

Finally the activity can be repeatedafter a suitable
time to seeif therehas beenany improvement!

If thereuppeatsto bea lot of u&age or misuse,a tick
should bemadein the ‘very bad’column.
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6.5 Planning a wildlife area

R

‘..,

Concept
Young peoplecm make a positive contribution to offset the effectsof the loss of wildlife
habitats and biodiversity by designing and ptanting ‘wild ‘areas around the school
grounds or in the local community.

Context
A good way to begin involving participants in alI aspects of design and development is
to record impressions and feelings about potential sites and to produce scale plans.
A variety of animals and plants can be encouraged and attracted, and with simple changes
in management, much can be done to enhance the value of existing habitafs. Planning for
long-term management is an important part of the process.

Equipment
‘Feelings grid’: clipboard - paper - pencil
Theodolite:

3Ocmruler - string - adhesivetape - card tube or plastic pipe - fJut pieceof board

Smalf mammaI viewing

table:

wooden board - woodenbattens- long pieceof plastic tubing -fine wire mesh

For mapping: lengths of string or tapemeasures- magneticcompass- canes- metresticks - clipboard - ruler pencil - pro tmctor - .compass- adhesivetape

Making

it

I. Construct a ‘feelings grid’appropriate to the
areassurveyed and the age of the participants. Here
the scaleruns from -2 to +2 with 0 as a neufral score
in the middle.
2. Preparefor distance measurementsby knotting or
marking lengths of string at Im intervals.
3. Makea simple theodolite with a cardor plastic

tube.Tapea cmss‘sighting string’ into position at both
endsof thetube.Glue or tapethe tubeto a small ruler.
Make a hole in the centre of a pieceof board Catleast
35cm x 35cm) and fix if to a stout post by knocking
a small nail through the centre of the board.Tapea
pieceof plain paper or card to the board.

Using it
One of thefirst things to do when planning a
developmentis to get all of the participants involved
in fhe decision-makingprocess.This involves
recording the perceptionswhich participants have
and drawing up scaleplans.
2. The ‘feelings’grid can bedrawn up according to
the areain question. Ask the participants to add their
own ideas.Participants now scoredifferent areasof
thegrounds as they are at present; total the scores
and use them to rank different areas;which parts of
the grounds are most appreciated?Which areasneed
atfenfion first? Scorescould beput onto basemaps.

Make a hole in the centre of the ruler attached to the
theodolite to allow it to swivel on the nail or the
screwfrom the post.
4. To construct a small mammal viewing table,
rest a pieceofflat board against a suitable outside
window ledge,supported by two free standing legs.
Run a pieceof small boreplastic tubing (eg. waste
water piping) from the tablegently down into the
undergrowth. Construct a simple woodenframe
attached to the window frame and table to allow fine
wire mesh to beattnched.Make a mini-habitat inside
the box using cut grasses,bark, stonesetc so that the
mammalswill feel more comfortableventuring inside.
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2. Small areascan be mapped accurately by
offsetting. Enclosethe site Ceg.a small pond) within
three rapesor lengths of string. If possible,include a
right angle. Measure and record the distanceevery
metreat right anglesfrom eachtape to the edgeof the
feature. On paper draw the tapesin position to scale
(cg. 2m = 1cm), and plot on thefeature.

3. The position of objectssuch as treescan beplotted
on a plan given fixed points such as the cornersof
school buildings. Measure the distancefrom two of
theseto eachobject. Work out the scaleand make
thesedistancesthe radii of arcs drawn by a compass.
The position of the object is where the two arcs cross.

One of the easiestthings to do to help attract wildlife is
to provide artificial habitats. Here two sugg&ions
aregiven to attract secretivesmall mammals,
important to many habitats but oftm averlooked.
5. Put down bait at the ground-level end of the
plastic tubing of your small mammal viewing fable
to attract the mammalsto the tube. Placing some
morebait inside the tube will encouragethem to
movetowards the window. Watch carefully and note
which sytcies appear(silence is very important!).
How might you makeyour viewing table more
attractive to small mammals?
Simply letting thegrassgrvw may initialry increase
thediversity ofplants gmwing in theschoolgrouds.
Tosped up thepmcess,seedsum becollectedand sown
on dearedsitesor in seedtrays. One of the bestwaysto
increasethefloral diversity of grasslandis to remove
squaresoftutf (with sumeoffhetopsoil)and suwseed,
or still betterput in small plants readygerminated.With
vegetativegmwthand by seeddispersaJtheseplants will
soonspread.This appn~chalJowsindividual
patipznts or gnnqs to beresponsiblefor differentsites.
Managementis an essentialpart of thepess; habitats
will alwaysneedattention sa that therewill always be
somethingforfuture studentsto do.
A few tips:
az draw up a chart which designatesthe task; by
season,and delegatesclassesor groups to be responsible
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UT takeyour cluesfrom what is around; only plant
native specieswhich appear to grow within the
locality
uz enhanceexisting features;proper attention to existing features may well bebetter than creating
from scratch
LGTmergehabitats gradually but leavefairly neat
edgesso that ‘wild’ areas look in tentional and
not just abandoned!

4. The theodolite is much morefun to use than
taking bEaringswith a magnetic compass,although
the principle is the same.From fixed points sight key
features, drawing the direction along the ruler and
onto the paper.Measure the distance on the ground
and add this information to eachline. (Ensure that
the position of north is recordedon the sheet).Now
using an appropriate scale,transfer information to
your plan by measuring angles with a protractor.

Positive action
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6.6 Replacing the forests
Concept
While tree planting within school grounds and other local areas is not a subsfitute for vast
tracts of lost forest, it can introduce participants to the importance of native woodlands
and trees and will attract a range of wildlife.

Context
Trees can be grown from seed, cuttings or suckers and then planted out by participants.
Aftercare is very important.

Equipment
Sackingfor seeds- plastic bottles/cartons - secateurs- roofingfelt - craft knife -fine wire mesh- sand - spade- cans

Using it
Thereare a number of ways to propagatetrees.
Ensure that you only encouragenative species,taking
your cuefrom wild/native treesalreadygrowing in the
vicinity. Usea field guide or aska Botanic Gardenfor
advice,as many treescommonlyseenare introduced
species!
7. Whencollectingseed,ensurethat only ripefruit is
selectedfromtheground or the lower branches.Ensure
that you collectfrom a variety of specimens
so that your
treesare not all geneticallysimilar. Rememberthat seed
production will vuy greatly from year to year.Storein a
porousbagor sackand keepcool.

5. Someseedscanbe
sownin theopenground
toform a nursery,but
otherscan besownin
plasticbottles(whichact
asmini-propagators)
and keptin a coolindoor
position.Thesoil should
befreedraining. Mix in
someleafmould(not
pat). Keepthenursery
freeof unuunted plants
andfungus.

2. Sow winged seedswith the wings attached,
but remove ‘cups’ of seedslike acorns. Seedscan
be extractedfrom berries by squeezinginto water.
Only use the seedswhich sink.
3. Someseeds
cangerminatestraight away,while others
may needa periodof dormancyeg.winter frostsor a dy
season.. Many tropicalfruit seedsmust beplanted
immediatelyafterfirst removing theirfleshy outer
covering.Some,suchas baobabneedto be‘scartfied’
beforebeingplanted(they can berubbedagainsta rough
surfaceuntil a tiny holeappears).
4. Stratification is a technique which can speedup
and encouragethe breaking of dormancy in
appropriate species from temperateclimates:
a~ makea drainage hole in the baseof a yoghurt (or
similar) pot
~XF in autumn or zointer, mix seedwith sandand
put in the pot
a~ cover with mesh to exclude any animals
a~ buy the pot in sand about IOcm down
cw checkin the spring; sow when someseedshave
started to germinate.
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6. Somespecie can begnnon from cuttings taken
toumrdsthe endof theping
season.Selecta h&thy
shootfrvm thearwent year’sgmwth. Cut a straight
25cmsectiondirectly abovea bud at the top and belowa
bottombud. Bury two thirds of the cutting into free
draining soil or sand. Waterregularly.

too closetogether. You will havr the greatestsuccess
if you plant small ‘whips’or ‘transplants less than
I .5 metrestall.
preparethe ground, removing unwanted plants
always keepbare tree roots damp while planting
dig a hole large enough to take the roots and
somecornpust
when planting spreadthe roots and fix in soil or
soil/c&post mix, firming well as you progress;
do not add soil abovethe previous soil line on the
ston

7. LookarvundIJW locality. Yowlwill probablyfind
numervusyoungplank closetoparent treesorunder
hedges.Thesehavewmefnnn mot suckersor by natural
seedgennination, but mostof thesewill besurplus,since
Mama&die in thecompetitionj& light. If you havepermissionftvm theland ownerIJWcould transplantsome
@these.It is bestto do this enrlyon whensmallseedlings
areyet to deodoptap raots.lf you usea sucker,v may
needto cut it auxlyftvrn theparentrwt undergnnrnd.
8. when ready to plant the treesout, ensure that you
have a natural mix of speciesand that they are not

Positive action

put in a caneor stakeon the windward side and
securethe tree to it with II strap (which can be
madefrom an old inner tube or belt); allow the
top to movefreely in the wind (this is vital as it
helps to build up the strength of the tree against
strong winds in its later life)
usegrass cuttings, leavesor wood chippings as a
‘mulch’ to preservemoisture and reduceweeds;
you can also try piecesof black polythene
(suitably weighted down), or roofing felt cut
into squaresand fitted with a slit around the tree
if treeguards are not available, plastic bottles
can beusedas substitutes to keepsmall rodents
and larger mammalsfrom feasting on your tree
nursery.
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6.7 Mini wetlands
Concept

1

Wetlands are under threat throughout the world through pollution, abstraction, destruction
of habitats, dams and drainage and irrigation schemes. A small pond, the focus of any
comprehensive habitat creation scheme, provides a r$uge for many types of wildlife.

Context
The design process includes picking the right site, selecting the liner and installing if
properly. Mini-ponds can be made from items of rubbish, but key management points are
common to all ponds.

Equipment
Rope- straight pieceof wood - spirit level (other items dependon the type of liner chosen)

Making

it

Whilen small pond is perhapsoneof themostimportant
wildlife habitatsthat could bedeveloped,it doesneedto
bewell designedand constructedand therene&s to bea
commitmentto regular management.
1. Survey your grounds to find the ideal site. There
might already bea natural wet area. You could score
potential sites as for the ‘feelingsgrid’ (6.4),
recording details of thefollowing:
is therea water supply from the land? Is it the
ideal site for water catchment? (The ideal place
is not necessarilyat the very bottom of the slope
where heavy rain might causeflooding)

2. Therearevarious ways of making a pond,from
puddledclay to preformedfibre glassor concrete.
Theeasiestliner to work with in schoolsis probablya
flexible plastic liner of PVC, polytheneor betterstill,
butyl rubber.You may beable to obtain scrappiecesof
thick polythene,but it is degradedby sunlight and will
wearfairly quickly.
3. Somepoints to bearin mind whendesigningthepond:
to calculate the size of liner, add 2 times the
maximum depth to the length measuredand the
sameto the width
ensure that onepart of the pond is 75 to IO&m
deepwhere temperaturezvill not fluctuate tw
much (ensun’ng therewill beopenwater infreezing conditions or cwl water in extremesof heat)

will sunlight reach the site for much of the day?
(remembertoo much light may causeexcessive
growth of algae)

provide a range of depthswith gentle slopes
to reduceslipping or substrate whilst making
construction easierand the pond safer

is it sheltered?(Exposedsites might lead to more
evaporation)
is it overlookedso that it is safeand can be
watchedfor potential vandalism?

include planting with native plants around the
pond as part of the design but becareful that
their roots will not puncture your lining!

are any treeswith shading and leaffall too
close?(rotting leavesin the pond will reduce
available oxygen)
is it closeenough to a sourceof water for topping up when needed?
is it in a place likely to be usedfor something
else(eg. a building) in the nearfuture?
are services(eg. pipes and electricity cables)
well away from the excavations?
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restrict accessto perhapstwo sidesonly, with
hard standing areasmadewith stones
4. Whenyou install theliner remember:
w

beforestarting to dig, checkthat the site is level,
using a long straight pieceof wood and a spirit
level; knock woodenpegsinto the ground to
mark the outline

Positive action

, matting and subsoil
/

/

/

pond liner
old carpets

us= put turf,sub- soil and top-soil into separatepiles

Using it

uw if excavating by machine,you will needto removestones by hand and completethefinal
levelling and shaping by spade

Maintenance is vital! All ponds will naturally silt
up with plant debris and the invasion of marginal
vegetation. You will needto arrange to:
pj~ thin out the plants if they grow too vigorously
(or restrict them in baskets)

US if using a flexible liner, excavatea shallow
trench all the way round to hold the edgesof
the liner
a~ cut slits into the soil profile in a fewplacesto
take tucks in the liner

IGZ removefallen leavesbut leavethem on the side of
the pond, so that water animals can crawl backin
0~ twist stringy ‘blanket weed’on a stickand lift out

a~ put down sand or old carpetsbeforethe liner to
reducethe chancesof stonespuncturing it and
add matting on top of the liner beforeadding
sub-soil
ojg fill with water but wait for a few weeksfor any
algal bloom to clear beforestocking with native
plants and perhapsadding a bucket of silt from
another pond to add a few invertebratesand micro-organisms.Do not add anyfish if you want
invertebrates and amphibia to thrive since they
usually eat the eggsand larvae.
5. Marshy areascan be built at the edgesof ponds.
Polythene sheetscan beput in shallow trenchesand
backfilled with soil. Ready mademini-ponds can be
madefrom old barrels, sinks, troughs, washing up
bowls and water tanks which can all besunk into the
g-round.(Don’t use copperor lead containers as they
are poisonous). Bricks or blockscan beput in to add
shelvesfor pIant basketsat different depths.

a~ top up the pond in dry weather,ensuring that
thereare plenty of submergedoxygenating
plants (this may help to inhibit any algal blooms
encouragedby the nutrients in tap water)
ojg in colder climates, thereare various ways of keeping a small area of unfrozen water (eg. using a
floating ball) but if the water is deepenough it is
unlikely to freezesolid to the bottom.
Ty to keepa record of all the new creatureswhich
appearin your pond. If possible,examine the water
in close-up(using a lens OYmicroscope)to seeif
microscopicanimals and plants are present. Lookfor
insectsbreedingin or around the pond. Do any
animals cometo the pond to drink or bathe?How
might you attract a greater variety of animal species?
Unwantedspeciessuch as the larvaeof mosquitoescan
becontrolledby introducing specialfish (suchas
guppiesand other small cyprinid species)which will
not eat the other invertebratesor amphibians.
NB: in wanner climatesbeawareof thepossibility of
uxzterbornediseases(especiallyBilharzia).

Positive action
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6.8 Nest box nurseries
Concept
Arens of naturrzl habitat nre on the decline worldwide. Animnls are running out of spaceto
live nlzd breed. Competition for food nrzd shelter is ever increasing. Nesting sites for birds
nre fmer thnn aer before, so artificial rzestillgsites me usunlly eagerly accepted.

Context
Some wild birds will adapt their behnuiour to nest in nrtificinl sites that mny not appenr
to resemble nnturnl sites nt all. This activity will nllow pnrticipnnts to test a variety of
desigfzs nud mnterinls whilst troting whnt certnk bird species consider acceptnble.

Equipment
Picccs of ~rn/reated wood - 54711
- :dcr - mils and/or glue - strop cardboard - large cans - plastic confaincrs

Making

it

1. Statldard mst boxes cm be madeby rmilirlg (OY

It is of utmost im)tortance

g/ueing) together piecesof wood cut frownorw 15on

for the safety aud welfare of tJre birds as tlreir
first priority aud tltese corrsidnatiom
sllould be

wide board as shown in the diagrams.

2. These&rid

be sited near possible fecdiq arld
shclfer sites such as trees and shrubs, arld yosifiotmf

satisfied beforeylaciq
environment.

tJmt tJw desigrrs cuter

tJle designs

irlto fire

Using it
Records shotrld be kept ofarly bird ncfiz!ity arid
bchaviollr armnd the nest box, irlcludirlg species
SWH,weafhcr, nesting materials, food takm to the
box aruf mrmber of fledSlings.

Adapting

it

Set if birds will us: ‘boxes’made from other
ulaferials such as those listed under ‘Equipmnf’
above. Sitefhcsc in a variety of places in and around
yollr community. Make sure that others are aware of
your activiCes so that there is Jcsslikelihood of
vandalism or misunderstanditzgs. Remember that the
box will have to deal with changes in temperature
and humidity, bird droppings irr fhe base, rain and
predators, and you should also retnwnbcr fhat you
will have fo clean them after cuch batch of birds has
finished.
Which birds take most readily to the ‘synthdic
boxes? Which designs seem most and least popular?
Whaf methods of attachrnerrt bestsuit the different
rrlatcrials? Does the size of the hole affect SI~CCCSS?

the dcsips be ilrqwovcd ~rpon?Write ~rpa
list of the charac!eristics wJIich make good Cuud
bad!) rmfing boxes.

How curl

Positive action
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6.9 Making mates with minibeasts

l!!isiiB

Concept
Invertebrates are key parts of all ecosystemsand should be cared fin- just as much as the more
glamorous forms of life on earth. They are as much in dangerfrom habitat loss as all other
forms of wildlife, but being small and seemingly insignificant are often f&-gotten. It is usually
just the ‘pest’species that attract attention, yet many invertebrates havea beneficial effect
through eating pests, pollinating wild and crop plants, and providing food for other species.

Context
Invertebrates can befound almost any-where we care to look. They often seem to choosetheir
homes at random, but in fat their ‘niche’ is chosen to suit each species’specific needs.
Observations, followed by considered design using a variety of waste materials, will provide
new homes for OUYneglected minibeasts whilst teaching us more about their adaptations.

Equipment
Wastepaper- card - plastics- metals- wood- cloth - stones- buck&or othertcxltercontainer- pooter(seeactivity 5.3)

Making

it

Collectas much uxste materialas can beusedby the
group within thestudy area Theitemscan beusedas
theyare.Siting after carefulthought is thekey to this
acti&y.

Using it
I. Lookcar$ully and sensitivelyfor natural invertebrate
homes.Thesecnn befound understones,within vegetation, in fact virtually everywhere!Many invertebrates
maketheir own homes,and theseshouldbelookedfor tou
(someraunze bookswould behelpful here).

Adapting

it

This activity may beseparatedinto a numberof
activities by looking at just one type of invertebrate
‘niche’at a time. For exampleyou could beginby
lookingfor thosewhosehomesare under things. Then
you could lookfor thosewhosehomesare in crevices.
Continue by looking at water,plant thicketsetc . This
will help to developan understanding of the conceptof
‘niches’andadaptation.

2. Now try to cm te newhomes(‘niches’)for invertebrates,starting with someof thedesignsand idazsshown
in thediagmms,but alsoby making CarqUobservations
on wheretheylive in thewild. Dampeningaroundor under prospectivehomesm-11
attmct inzxrtebratesmore
quickly,asmay activelysearchfor motit sites.Ty to ensure that the testaTenis an undisturbedor enclosedsite
so that the Iomes’are not mistakenfor litter! Publicising
your projectwill help,aswill labelling theitems.
How many of your new residentscould be considered
as having a positive effecton the enuironment and
how many are consideredpests?Takecare not to
harm invertebrates - pick them up using a pooter (see
5.2) or very carefully on your hand, and always
replacetheir homesas you found them.
Warning! If you live in areaswheresmall venomous
reptiles or invertebrates might befound, always lift
up piecesof material which have beenlying on the
ground carefully and away from yourself, using a
stick if necessary!
Positive action
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6.10 Flower power!
Concept
Flowering plants are decreasing in their numbers and their diversity throughout the world.
Like all living organisms, they have evolved to suit a ‘niche’ in their respective habitat, and
other organisms depend upon them. Many insects in particular require food in the form of
nectar from flowers, but many other animals are also ‘flower powered’. By providing a constant
source of nativeflowers for your local wildlife you are doing them a great service.

Context
This activity will involve observation and collection skills, whilst nurturing a caring
attitude toward plants and inter-related organisms.

Equipment
Plastic containers - shallow trays - plastic bottles - pooter (seeactivity 5.2)

Making

it

I. First find a suitable site in which to developyour
‘flower powerstation’. Any patch of soil should do, but
it is bestif thereis shadefrom direct sunlight for part
of the day,so that the soil will not needcontinuous
watering. The site.neednot beclearedof any ‘weeds’as
thesecould beincorporatedinto your plans.
2. Listing locally occurring native flowers, using a
guide bookOYa local expert to help you, will provide
you with a list of preferredspecies.Advice on
collecting seeds,planting and nurturing can be
found again through appropriate literature, a local
expert or through contacting your nearestbotanic
garden, who may have an Education Officer.

Using it
1. Your group should beactively involved in the
upkeepof the site, and should keeprecordsof the
flowering iimes throughout the year for eachspecies.
2. You may wish to takea closer look at someof your
‘f[owerfeasting friends” by using a pooter (see5.2).
3. Keepa recordof all the creaturesthat makeuseof
their ‘f7owerpower station’ at different times of the
day and year and of other creatureswhich cometo
feed upon thoseusing the site (seealso 5.20).

Adapting

it

Using the recordsobtainedfrom the group,
discussionscan be led towards the enhancementof
the site. Are thereany times of the year when few or
no plants areflowering? Can thegroup researchand
find speciesto fill this gap? Are someflowers more
attractive asfood speciesthan others? Could any
invertebrate homesbecreatedin OY near the site?
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6.11 Spread the word!
Concept
An environmentally aware and responsible citizen may be pleased zoith what he or she is
doing to ‘help the environment’ but this by itself is not enough. It is important that those
who know tell those who do not know; this too is a responsibility!

Context
The main thrust of this resource book is ‘learning through doing’, but it also provides
an opportunity to Show what you know”. The concepts and actions learned need to be
transmitted to,others so that the environmental message with its practical implications
is passed on to others. Participants can learn communication techniques through this
activity whilst opening themselves up to:questioning from others, to which they will have
to respond. This process also serves to reinforce what has been lenrned.

Equipment
Scissors- glue - ruler - colouredpens, crayons, pencils or paints - colourfir magazines- paper or card

Making

it

Thetifeaof this activity is to produceeye-catchingpublicity materialscarry&g a positiveenvironmentalmessagebasedupon any of thepreviousactim’ties.
I. Eachparticipant should write up a briefproject
proposalfor their work beforebeginning.This should
include the typeof media(eg.puster,leaffett),its subject
matter,the main messageit hopesto convey,the target
audience,why it shouldbeof interestor relevanceto
them,how and wherethey wouldget to seethepublicity
material,their expectedreaction,and any follow-up eg.
contactaddressor action.
2. Thegnnrpshould beencouragedto disclus amongst
themsehs b+re askingtheteacher‘sadvice.Whenthe
questtimshavebeenadequatelyanswered,themakingof
thepublicity itemcan begin.Cons&rations and d&isionswill includematerialsto beused,design,lettering,
clarity of themossage,
content,colours,attractiveness,
sizeand easeof transportation.

After the materialshave beenin placefor a few aizys,
conducta survey of the target audience,with
questionnaires,to seewhether they got the message/s,
asking the targetgroups what they recall and why, and
which weretheir favourite materials.Holding a ‘pust
mortem’of the activity will provide ideasabout which
materialswere most#zctive, and thegnnlp can then
explorewhy certain materialsweremoreeffectivethan
others.

Adapting

it

The aboveactivity can beadaptedover and over
again to publicise any environmental projects
undertaken by the group. The evaluations madeeach
time will be useful to help adapt materials and ideas
for the next project. The year’s work could be
displayedon World Environment Day (5 ]une each
war)
or at someother sue&l event.

Using it
A site for displaying or disseminating the publicity
materials must befound. This is bestdone before
undc~taking the project with the whole group being
involved in the decision making process.Choosea
place where the materials will befreqently seenby the
intended target audience;.thematerials should notbe
unnecessarily obtrusive OY dangerously yasitioned
(cg. near a fire exit or covering an important notice).
When the materials are in place, it would bea gmd
idea to monitor the number ofpeoplepassing by
them, viewing and noting their reactions. which
appearsto be the most popular? Which attracts
attention longest? Areany ignored?
Positive action
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Useful addresses
United Nations Environment Programme
UNEP Information Services, PO Box 30552, Nairobi, Kenya
UNESCO, Environmental Education Unit
7 Place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris, France
See list of EE publications inside front cover.
International Centre for Conservation Education
Greenfield House, Guiting Power, Cheltenham, Glos. GL54 5Ti!, UK
Write for free list of educational materials and information on training courses.
Institute for Earth Education, Box 288, Warrenville, IL 60555, USA
Write for sourcebook and address of nearest country office.
WATCH, Royal Society of Nature Conservation
The Green, Witham Park, Waterside South, Lincoln LN5 7JR, UK
Write for information on practical environmental projects.
WWF-UK, Panda House, Weyside Park, Godalming, Surrey GU7 1XR, UK
Write for catalogue of educational resources.
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